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Zusammenfassung
Aufgrund ihrer Größe birgt die Durchführung von modernen, hydrodynamischen, kosmol-
ogischen Simulationen eine ganzen Reihe von Herausforderungen in sich, umso mehr, da
hier das Ziel ist, derartige Simulationen für noch größere und besser aufgelöste Volumina
durchzuführen. Dabei helfen die Analysen derartiger Simulationen die so verbesserten nu-
merischen Modelle mit Beobachtungsdaten zu vergleichen. Zu aller erst ist es hier unbed-
ingt notwendig in den Anwendungsprogrammen SIMT (Single Instruction Multiple Thread)
und/oder SIMD (BSingle Instruction Multiple Data) Instruktionen zu nutzen, um die
Rechenleistung der aktuellen und kommenden Generationen von Supercomputern so gut
wie möglich auszunutzen zu können. Darüber hinaus stellt die Datenmenge, welche derar-
tige hydrodynamischen, kosmologischen Simulationen der jüngsten Generation (> 0.5PB)
generieren, eine große Herausforderung dar, wenn es darum geht wissenschaftliche Ergeb-
nisse und die Simulationsdaten selbst öffentlich zugänglich zu machen und mit anderen
Wissenschaftlern zu teilen: Abfragen, Durchsuchen und Filtern einer so großen Daten-
menge erfordern Kenntnisse aus dem Bereich des High Performance Computing (HPC).
Diese gehören häufig nicht zum Ausbildungshintergrund eines auf diesem Gebiet tätigen
Wissenschaftlers. Da für solche Datenmenge HPC Speichersysteme zum Einsatz kommen,
wird der öffentliche Zugriff auf diese wissenschaftlichen Daten und Ergebnisse zusätzlich
stark erschwert, da der Zugriff üblicherweise für Wissenschaftler nur mit einem Account
für die jeweilige HPC-Einrichtungen möglich ist.
In dieser Arbeit werden diese verschiedenen Aspekte miteinader verknüpft. Eine ausführliche
Optimierung des zugrundeliegenden Simulationsprogramm (Gadget3) erlaubte es, die bisher
größte derartige Simulation durchzuführen. Diese erlaubt durch ihren großen dynamis-
chen Bereich die Wechselwirkung der sichtbaren und der dunklen Materie auf die zugrun-
deliegende Form der sich bildenden Halos sehr genau und über einen großen Bereich, von
Galaxien bis zu den massivsten Galaxienhaufen, zu studieren. Des weiteren wurde ein
Webinterface entwickelt, mit denen die Ergebnisse derartiger Simulationen mit anderen
Wissenschaftlern einfach und umfangreich geteilt werden können.
Im ersten Schritt ergab die detaillierte Performance-Analyse, dass der Prozess des
Suchens von Nachbarteilchen, welche mit einem Teilchen in direkter Wechselwirkung ste-
hen (im Folgenden Neighbour-Search genannt), die Zeit, welche für die Berechnung der
eigentlichen physikalischen Prozesse zur Verfügung steht, stark limitiert. Dieser Neighbour-
Search besteht darin, einem Baum-Graphen zu folgen und die in ihm angeordneten, be-
nachbarten Teilchen entweder mithilfe eines öffnungskriteriums des Baumes (in der Regel
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ein geometrisches Kriterium, welches den erlaubten Fehler in der Gravitationsberechnung
beschreibt) oder mit Hilfe einer vordefinierten Suchlänge (z. B. die in der Hydrody-
namik verwendete Kernelgröße) zu sammeln. Wir haben das oben skizzierte Problem mit
Hilfe eines Optimierungsschemas, welches wir als Neighbour-Recycling bezeichnen, auf ein
akzeptables Maß vermindert. Dafür nutzen wir die raumfüllende Peano-Kurve, welche in
der Gadget-Implementierung für den Lastbalance-Algorithmus verwendet wird. Diese sorgt
dabei dafür, dass im simulierten Volumen benachbarte Teilchen auch im Hauptspeicher des
Rechners benachbart abgelegt werden. Wir minimierten den oben genannten Engpass, in-
dem wir die Teilchen in Blöcken gruppieren, welche fortlaufend im Hauptspeicher liegen
und die normale Neighbour-Search für die einzelnen Teilchen durch einen Neighbour-Search
mit entsprechend leicht größerer Suchlängen ersetzten.
Dieses oben beschriebene Code-Refactoring eröffnete die Möglichkeit, die Anwendung
Gadget3 auf das gesamte SuperMUC-System zu skalieren und so die bis dato größte, hydro-
dynamische, kosmologische Simulation (Box0/mr, Magneticum-Projekt, 1) durchzuführen.
Wir analysieren die Ergebnisse dieser Simulation und zweier weiterer Magneticum Simu-
lationen und vergleichen den Konzentrationsindex (Verhältnis Cluster-Radius zu Skalen-
Radius) von Galaxien und Galaxienhaufen mit früheren Theorie- und Beobachtungsar-
beiten zu diesem Thema in einem bis dahin für hydrodynamische Simulationen unerreichten
Massenbereich. Unter Berücksichtigung von baryonischer Materie in den Magneticum-
Simulationen konnten wir zeigen, dass sogenannte fossile Gruppen (d. H. Objekte, die den
größten Teil ihrer Lebensdauer existiert haben ohne Störungen ausgesetzt gewesen zu sein)
den höchsten Wert von Konzentrationsindex haben. Dies ist in klarer übereinstimmung
mit aktuellen Beobachtungen.
Um diese größten Simulationen öffentlich zugänglich zu machen, haben wir ein Web-
portal entwickelt und implementiert. In diesem kann ein Benutzer zunächst eine Simu-
lation auswählen und interessante Galaxienhaufen suchen und auswählen. Dazu stehen
einerseits sehr hoch aufgelöste 2D-Karten zum Navigieren zur Verfügung, andererseits er-
laubt ein Interface komplexe Abfragen von Detailinformationen der Galaxie und Galax-
ienhaufen. Diese können sogar grafisch zusammengestellt werden und als Elemente in
benutzerdefinierten Grafen dargestellt werden. Nach der Auswahl eines Objekts (z.B.
Galaxienhaufen) kann der Benutzer weitere, über das Portal zur Verfügung stehende Post-
Processing Jobs starten. Durch die komplexe Architektur des Portals ist dies möglich,
ohne dass der Nutzer einen eigenen Nutzer-Account auf dem HPC-System besitzt. Es re-
icht eine simple Registrierung im Portal aus. Inzwischen hat das Portal mehr als hundert
registrierte Nutzen und es werden jeden Monat tausende von Post-Processing Jobs über
das Portal ausgeführt.
Da in der aktuellen und kommenden Generationen von Supercomputern Beschleuniger
(z. B. Grafikkarten) eine zunehmend wichtigere Rolle spielen, haben wir des weiteren daran
gearbeitet, Gadget3 auch auf GPU-basierten Systemen effizient nutzen zu können. Diese
Neuentwicklung in Gagdet3 ermöglicht es, rechenintensive Teile der Applikation auch auf
den GPUs der entsprechenden Supercomputer auszuführen. Damit eröffnen wir erstmals
1http://www.magneticum.org
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die Möglichkeit, die kommende Generation von Supercomputern, welche SIMT-/SIMD
freundliche Programme benötigen, hoch effizient nutzen zu können. Tests der neuen Im-
plementierung ergaben eine Beschleunigung von > 2x bei der Verwendung der Beschle-
uniger für ein realistische Setup, entsprechend einer der hochauflösenden Magneticum-
Simulationen.
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Abstract
The current generation of hydrodynamic cosmological simulations is facing a number of
challenges when it comes to running and analysing larger and more resolved volumes in
order to compare numerical studies with observational data. First, simulation codes need
to take advantage of Single Instruction Multiple Thread (SIMT) and Single Instruction
Multiple Data (SIMD) paradigms in order to fully exploit the computational capabilities
of current and future generations of super computers. Additionally, the amount of data
generated by the most recent hydrodynamic simulations (> 0.5PB) poses a physical barrier
when it comes to opening the access and sharing results with the scientific community:
queries, look ups and filtering over such high amount of data need High Performance
Computing (HPC) skills that are often not part of the background knowledge of a scientist
working in such field; additionally, since only HPC storages are capable of containing this
amounts of data, this prevents a public access of the scientific results, as scientists are
required to apply and register to HPC facilities.
In this work, these different aspects are linked together. A tailored optimisation and a
refactoring of a widely used code for simulations (Gadget3) made it possible to perform the
largest hydrodynamic simulation so far. As the various simulated matter contents (dark
matter, gas, stars and black holes) cluster together to form haloes, by combinig three
cosmological hydrodynamic simulations it was possible to study in detail the shape of
simulated objects with masses from the ones of single galaxies to masses comparable to the
largest galaxy clusters of our universe. Furthermore, a web interface has been developed,
where the results of simulations can be easily and extensively shared with other scientists.
And finally, there has been an effort in shaping and preparing the code for the new and
current generation of super computers, by porting it to the GPUs.
The first part of this work shows how the process of neighbour search prevents large
Gadget simulations from spending most of its execution time in actual physical compu-
tations. The neighbour search consists of walking the tree and collecting neighbouring
particles over a tree opening criteria or over a pre-defined searching length. To solve the
issue an approach to recycle neighbours is used. This approach takes advantage of the
space-filling curve ordering of Gadget particles, which itself ensures that particles that are
nearby in memory are also nearby in the simulated volume. This algorithm solves the
aforementioned bottleneck by grouping particles in memory-consecutive chunks and by
performing less neighbour searches over larger searching length.
This refactoring opens the possibility to scale the code over the whole SuperMUC ma-
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chine and run one of the largest cosmological hydrodynamic simulations (Box0/mr and
Box2b/hr from the Magneticum project). I analyse the results of this simulation and other
two Magneticum simulations and compare the concentration parameter (ratio between
cluster radius and its scale radius) of galaxy clusters with previous theoretical and obser-
vational works over an unprecedented mass range for hydrodynamic simulations. Thanks
to the presence of baryons in Magneticum simulations, it is possible to show how Mag-
neticum simulations predict that fossil groups (i.e. objects that have lived un-perturbed
for most of their life) have the highest value of concentration values, in agreement with
observations.
In order to share and make the largest simulations accessible, a web portal 2 is built
to let users find interesting clusters by (i) navigating over zoomable 2D maps, (ii) by
graphically composing complex queries over galaxy and galaxy cluster properties and (iii)
by selecting elements in user-defined plots. Users can then select a galaxy cluster and
submit some pre-defined post-processing jobs that will run in a computing cluster, without
any actual registration at the computing facility.
As the current and new generations of super computers may employ accelerators (e.g.
graphic cards), I present a way to port Gadget3 to the GPUs. The reason of this porting
is twofold: besides making it possible to run on the current GPU based super computers,
to fully exploit the new generation of super computer it is anyway necessary to have SIMT
and SIMD friendly code. A test of the new implementation of the code shows a total
speedup greater than 2 in one of the high-resolution Magneticum cosmological boxes.
2http://c2papcosmosim.uc.lrz.de
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Historical overview of cosmological simulations
Holmberg (1941) is the very first numerical simulation described in literature of an N-body
system under its own gravitational force. Without using computers, light bulbs were used
to represent the N bodies. The author computed the gravitational force acting in each
object by placing photocells near every light bulb. And since light intensity follows the
inverse square-law, the measurements were capable of estimating the Newtonian force.
After few decades, with the help of computers, cosmological numerical simulations were
able to sample up to few thousands particles under the effect of their own gravitational
force. Peebles (1970) is one of the first works in this field: it explored the formation time of
a coma-cluster-like object by sampling their matter content using around 300 particles. It
quantifies the formation time of the cluster by evaluating the time it takes for the system
to adhere to the virial theorem. Such kind of estimations were already computed with the
help of analytical models (see e.g. van Albada, 1961), however numerical approaches were
able to test it on a model without over simplifications (e.g. spherical symmetry).
The first simulations had two main problems: they weren’t able to recover the long
survival time of galaxies inside the dense environments of clusters (see e.g. White and
Rees, 1978), and were unable to reproduce the slope of the observed matter density profile.
Klypin (2000) points that the first problem was solved by drastically increasing the resolu-
tion of simulations, which was possible only with the drastic increase of computing perfor-
mance over the years; while the second problem was caused by the lack of description of a
larger scale structure (clusters were simulated as initially isolated top-hat over-densities),
and the solution relied on making use of simulations on cosmological volumes.
Up to the first half of the 1980’s, simulations were computing gravitational forces be-
tween all pairs of objects. This approach has a computational time that asymptotically
scales with the square of the number of particles N , and thus a complexity of O(N2). To
produce relatively precise simulations, works like Aarseth (1985) computed the gravita-
tional force with a fourth-order interpolation scheme in order to maximise the time-step
of the integration.
2 1. Introduction
One of the first fully cosmological simulations started around the 1980’s, one example
is the work from Klypin and Shandarin (1983) that covers more than 100Mpc3 with N =
323 = 32768 particles. The very high number of particles is justified by the integration
scheme that samples the gravitational potential on a 3D grid. At each time-step, a loop over
all particles computes the amount of mass inside each cell of the 3D grid. Then a second
loop updates the acceleration of each particle by looping over each grid cell. This approach
makes the time of total computation of the gravity force to scale with O(N · Ngrid cells),
where Ngrid cells is the number of grid cells. The initial conditions were obtained by first
producing a random distribution of particles and then evolving it analytically as long as
the gravitational interaction was in its linear regime, using an approximate theory for large
density perturbations by Zel’dovich (1970).
As time passed, a number of improvements have been made both in the direction of
making faster computation at the expense of a slightly lower precision and in improving the
performance of the codes by exploiting the power of the state of the art of computers. First
approaches organised particles in a tree structure where each node of the tree was storing
the total mass of the particles inside it (e.g. Jernigan, 1985). In this kind of code, the
force contribution from distant tree cells is computed by grouping particles together and
collapsing the mass of the particles in the centre of their cells. The tree also helps to lower
the time that is necessary to find nearby particles. Those approaches gave a complexity of
O(NlogN).
There have been several tree codes presented in the literature, and the so called Barnes-
Hut algorithm (Barnes and Hut, 1986a) was the first of this kind, that didn’t need to
reconstruct the tree at each time step and at the same time, gave well defined upper limits
for the error estimation. However, the algorithm still required update of the tree at every
time-step. Its main feature is that the volume is recursively subdivided into 8 octants
until the sub-volume contains only one particle (such structure is also named an “octree”).
After each time-step, particles may move away from the cell of their parent tree cell, as
a consequence, the tree cell gets larger. If one does not rebuild the Barnes Hut tree at
every timestep, one has to update the cell sizes to take into account particles that left the
original volume, and, as a result of which, force computation gets slower because some cells
will intersect.
Adaptive time-steps are used in cosmological simulations because particles span a wide
range of acceleration values, from void regions (where particles experience smaller accel-
erations) to clustered regions (where particles experience higher accelerations). The idea
is to bin particles for different minimum time-steps, and then to loop over time-bins and
eventually update the acceleration of active particles only. All other particles have their
velocity and position drifted using the previously cached acceleration (see Quinn et al.,
1997, for more details).
In simulating larger and larger volumes, people started rewriting these integration algo-
rithms in a parallel fashion. For instance, (Barnes, 1986) proposes a parallel version of the
above mentioned Barnes Hut algorithm. Supercomputers with thousands of CPUs were
produced after the nineties (e.g. the Intel Paragon with 4000 CPUs Esser and Knecht,
1993), and thereby starting the production of codes that scale on thousands of CPUs (see
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e.g. Warren and Salmon, 1995b) that can exploit such architectures.
Parallelisation happens at different levels:
• Vectorising: a single CPU is capable to run the same instruction on multiple data
(also called SIMD, single instruction multiple data).
• Multi-threading: each CPU has multiple threads that share the same memory and
can run different instructions in parallel.
• Accelerators: most modern machines have so called accelerators (e.g. graphic cards)
where the CPU can ”offload” data and code to execute it in the accelerator, and
possibly, the CPU is now free to overlap additional computations.
• Multi-node: multiple computers (also called nodes) can pass messages between each
other to communicate data. The most common interface for this kind of parallelism
is the Message Passing Interface (MPI)1 that defines a standard of routines to pass
data between CPUs.
1.2 Ingredients of cosmological simulations
Cosmological simulations need to take into account the expansion of the universe due to
its own matter and energy content. The so called Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW)
equations (Friedmann, 1922) are the solution of the general relativity equations (Einstein,
1916) for a homogeneous, expanding universe. To obtain such solution one starts from
a generic metric for a homogeneous and isotropic space-time, described by the invariant
distance between infinitesimal line elements ds,
ds2 = c2dt2 − a(t)(dx2 + fK(x)2x2dω2),
where K is the Gaussian curvature and it has units of lengths−2, so that K = 0 describes
a flat universe, t is the time and a(t), is the so called scale factor that depends only on
time and describes the expansion of the universe.
By imposing this homogeneous and isotropic space-time metric on the general relativity
equations, one obtains the following equations for the evolution of the scale factor a(t) :
ȧ (t)2 +Kc2
a (t)2
=
8πGρ (t) + Λc2
3
(1.1)
ä (t)
a (t)
= −4πG
3
(
ρ (t) +
3p (t)
c2
)
+
Λc2
3
, (1.2)
where ρ (t) is the density of the universe at time t, p (t) the pressure, G the Newton’s
gravity constant, Λ a possible vacuum energy density term, and c is the speed of light.
1https://www.mpi-forum.org
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The Hubble parameter H(t) is defined as
H ≡ ȧ
a
, (1.3)
where its present day value is H0, and combining Equations 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 together, there
is a density threshold (called critical density, ρc) so that the expansion critically halts (as
for a flat space-time with K = 0), where
ρc =
3H2
8πG
.
A universe with a density higher than ρc will eventually collapse, while a universe with
a density lower than ρc will expand indefinitely. The ratio between the density of the
universe and the critical density is the so called density parameter Ω, so that
Ω =
ρ
ρc
.
The parameter Ω is then typically expressed as the sum of densities of the various compo-
nents of the universe: matter (with density ρm), radiation (with density ρr) and the density
term from the cosmological constant and their respective density parameters Ωm = ρm/ρc,
Ωr = ρr/ρc so that Ω = Ωm + Ωr + ΩΛ. Cosmological simulations use these as input pa-
rameters. They are usually inferred from observations of the temperature fluctuations of
the cosmic microwave background (CMB).
1.3 Numerical techniques
While the FRW equations provide the time evolution of the scale factor, the evolution
of the matter content of non-homogeneous regions must be computed numerically. In
cosmological simulations, the collisionless matter content is described as a fluid interacting
only through gravity that obey the Boltzmann equations
∇Φ∂f
∂~p
=
∂f
∂t
+
~p
m · a2
,
where f is the phase-space distribution function of the fluid, which is a function of position
~x, momentum ~p = ma2~x and the time t.
Gravitational force is then computed using the Poisson equation
∇2Φ = 4πGa2 (ρ(~x, t)− ρbg(t)) ,
where ρbg(t) is a background density and ρ is the density of the fluid, so that
ρ(~x, t) =
∫
f(~x, ~p, t)d3p.
A widely used approach in the so called grid-code is to solve fluid equations in a 3D grid.
There, differential operators are solved by replacing it by finite difference approximations.
But most codes sample the dark matter content by means of particles.
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1.3.1 N-body codes
In general, an N-body system will have a set of properties y (t) , where t is the time, and
the code will solve differential equations of the kind
dy (t)
dt
= f(y). (1.4)
There are several ways to integrate the variable y from time t to time t + ∆t. The
implicit Euler method integrates Equation 1.4 by a discrete version of the equation 1.4 and
computing f in t+ ∆t :
y (t)− y (t+ ∆t)
∆t
= f (y (t+ ∆t)) ,
which needs the inversion of the function f in order to find an explicit value for y (t+ ∆t) .
The explicit Euler method, on the other hand approximates the value of f in Eq. 1.4 to
f (y (t)) as following
y (t)− y (t+ ∆t)
∆t
= f (y (t)) , (1.5)
this gives the possibility to easily write y (t+ ∆t) as a function of y (t) . This method, is
numerically simpler, but introduces the assumptions that f does not vary too much in the
time interval and it is accurate only to the first order. To be able to reach the second order
of accuracy, it is possible to write the differential equation in its integral form as
dy = f(y)dt =⇒ y (t+ ∆t)− y (t) =
∫ t+∆t
t
f(y(t))dt. (1.6)
The first order Taylor expansion of this equation gives the Euler explicit method, while
the second order expansions gives the following more precise evaluation
y (t+ ∆t)− y (t) =
∫ t+∆t
t
f(y(t))dt ' f(t)∆t+ f ′(t)∆t
2
2
. (1.7)
The problem of solving Equation 1.7 is that one needs to compute the derivatives of f
in order to find y(t+ ∆t). To approximately solve Equation 1.7 it is possible to rewrite the
derivative f ′(t) in its discrete form ((f(t+ ∆t)− f(t)) /∆t), so that
y (t+ ∆t)− y (t) dt ' f(y(t))∆t+ f(y(t+ ∆t))
2
, (1.8)
which still have the problem of implicitly containing y(t+∆t) in f. A widely used approach
to find y from 1.8 and 1.7 is to first solve Eq. 1.5 and then to substitute the new f(y(t+∆t))
in Eq. 1.8.
This chain of substitution can be rewritten as
y (t+ ∆t)− y (t) dt ' f(y(t))∆t+ f (y(t) + f(t)∆t)
2
. (1.9)
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A more generic approach to reach higher orders of accuracy is to use the Gauss quadra-
ture rule. It states that for every function g that can be approximated to a polynomial of
degree 2n− 1, its integral form can be written as
∫ b
a
g(t)dt ' b− a
2
N∑
i=1
wif
(
b− a
2
ti +
a+ b
2
ti
)
,
where wi are some coefficient and ti are some intermediate evaluation points between a
and b. Once the wi coefficients are known it is possible to prove that the accuracy of such
formula is of order N. For instance, Equation 1.5 is the special for N = 1 where the integral
boundaries are a = t, b = t + ∆t and w1 = 1, t1 = y(t). And 1.8 is the special case for
N = 2 where w1 = 1/2, t1 = y(t), w2 = 1/2 and t2 = y(t) + f(t)∆. t2 is y(t) computed with
an accuracy of N = 1.
In general, solving nth Gauss quadrature technique to numerically solve equations at
the nth order of accuracy falls into the so called Runge Kutta methods. Runge Kutta
intermediate points depend always on the function computed in the previous intermediate
points.
A widely adopted Runge-Kutta approach is its fourth-order formulation for the Runge-
Kutta, where for a function f(y, t) that depends both on y and t, the value of y(t+ ∆t) is
found by the following computations:
y (t+ ∆t) = y (t) +
(
k1
6
+
k2
3
+
k3
3
+
k4
6
)
k4 = f
(
y(t) + k3
∆t
2
, t+ ∆t
)
k3 = f
(
y(t) + k2
∆t
2
, t+
∆t
2
)
k2 = f
(
y(t) + k1
∆t
2
, t+
∆t
2
)
k1 = f (y(t), t)
(1.10)
A list of coefficients of the Runge-Kutta higher order solvers can be found in Ascher
and Petzold (1998). A main advantage of Runge-Kutta is the possibility of having adaptive
time steps, in fact, by evolving y with a higher order Runge Kutta solver it is possible to
estimate the error and thus adapt the time-step accordingly.
Another class of solvers are the ”leap frog” solvers. They rely on the fact that equations
of motion depend at most on the second order derivative. In this technique the velocity
is evolved with a half time step shift with respect to the position. This technique falls
in the category of the second order accuracy solver and goes as following: (1) define the
position x and velocity v = x′, and v′ ≡ f then (2) the leap frog technique evaluates xi
at t, xi+1 at t + ∆t. (and, in general, xi+k is evaluated at t + k∆t), while (3) the velocity
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vi−1/2 is evaluated at t−∆t/2, vi+1/2 at t+ ∆t/2, and so on. Given these assumptions, the
numerical integration for x and v can be written as
xi+1 = xi + vi−1/2∆t
vi+1/2 = vi−1/2∆t+ f(xi, t).
(1.11)
A drawback of this particular version of the leap frog is that this version is not suitable
for an approach with what is called variable (or local) time stepping. Another variant is
the so called kick-drift-kick (KDK) scheme where there is a first integration (kick) of the
velocity, followed by a drift in the position and followed by a kick in the velocities:
vi+1/2 = vi + f(xi, t)
∆t
2
,
xi+1 = xi + vi+1/2∆t,
vi+1 = vi+1/2 + f(xi+1, t+ ∆t)
∆t
2
,
(1.12)
which opens the possibility for variable time-steps. This technique is widely used in cos-
mological simulations since the gravitational force f does not depend on the velocities.
Finally, a commonly used criteria for the time-step size for cosmological simulations is to
choose a time-step smaller tj+1 − tj smaller than α
√
ε
|r̈i| (see Dolag et al., 2008a, for a
review), where ε is the error upper limit and α is a proportionality constant.
Springel (2005a) (see Figure 4 of their paper) show how leap frog and KDK produce
stable and more precise keplerian orbits than the single-timestep solver (e.g. Runge-Kutta
with fourth order accuracy).
1.4 Gravity solvers
Cosmological simulations integrate equation of motions over positions and momenta(see
Peebles, 1980, for more details):
~̇ ip = −mi∇Φ
~̇ ix = −
~p
mia2
where the index i runs over the particles, and Φ is the gravitational potential at the
particle position. In an expanding universe is the velocity is proportional to the scale
factor vi = a(t)ẋi. If the gravitational potential is given by the contribution of the N
bodies only, then the acceleration is given by the Newtonian force:
~̇ ip = −G
∑
j
mimj
|~ri − ~rj|
This approach however gives unwanted results when two particles approach each other,
producing a too high and unrealistic acceleration. This happens because particles sample
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an ensemble of real dark matter particles within a finite volume, thus the force between
two colliding simulated particles shouldn’t diverge. To overcome this problem,the so called
softening length ε is added to the distance evaluation of the potential to prevent it from
vanishing (see Bouchet and Hernquist, 1988, for more details). The softening ε reduces a
spurious two-body relaxation effect, and the force between two particles is computed as
~̇ ip = −G
∑
j
mimj√
(~ri − ~rj)2 + ε2
. (1.13)
Power et al. (2003) points that a value of ε from 1/20-1/50 of the mean inter-particle
separation in the simulation is the minimum value to avoid spurious relaxation effect.
Simulations of gravitational interactions deal with potentials having, ideally, an infinite
range. This becomes problematic in cosmological simulations with an always higher num-
ber of particles in order to compete with surveys that observe more and more well resolved
galaxies and clusters. There are several techniques that compromise precision and per-
formance.The direct sum approach (interaction between all pairs of particles) is the most
precise and computational expensive. Other techniques presented below are able to speed
up the computation by paying the price of a slightly lower precision.
1.4.1 Direct Sum
The direct sum approach computes the gravitational interaction between all pairs of par-
ticles in the simulation (as in Eq. 1.13). It is the most precise approach, but if used alone,
it has a complexity O(N2). For this reason, it is often used in combination with other
approximation. Such approximations store the large scale mass distributions over grids or
tree structrues, and use the direct sum only over short range interactions. When the direct
sum is used over short range interactionsl, the complexity becames O(N ∗ Nngb), where
Nngb is the typical number of neighbouring particles of a short range interaction.
The architectures that benefits more from direct some are the ones with a large number
of threads, as GPUs. Some modern super computers have Graphic Processing Units (GPU)
in their computing nodes (see for instance Piz Daint in Lugano2). The recent Pascal GPU3
has 32 threads in each of its 64 cores. Graphic cards execute single instruction on multiple
threads (SIMT) and they fit extremely well computations as the gravitational force, and
cut the computation time of a factor proportional to the number of threads.
The main limitations to the highest speedup are both because of the slow CPU-CPU
and CPU-GPU communication that occur when some part of the code must be executed on
the CPU or when the problem can’t fit a single computing node. In the case of CPU-CPU
communication, the simulation communicates over multiples nodes that need to commu-
nicate in order to exchange the interaction between pair of particles that lie in different
GPUs. Also, because of the low amount of memory of each GPU thread, such commu-
2https://www.cscs.ch/computers/piz-daint/
3https://devblogs.nvidia.com/inside-pascal/
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Figure 1.1: 2D representation of a tree structure of particles. Each square is subdivided
in 4 sub squares until it contains a single particle. During the force computation the tree
walk will stop when the angle subtended by a square is less than a pre-set threshold, or
when a leaf contains a single particle. Figure taken by Springel et al. (2001a).
nication usually employ shared buffer for communication , that further compromises the
parallelism.
Additionally, a limitation of systems with GPUs is their single precision floating point
precision, while most recent simulations, due to the very high number of particles, need
double precision floating point numbers in order to avoid round off errors when summing
up the contribution of the acceleration from a high number of interacting bodies.
1.4.2 Tree
The idea behind tree codes is to use the direct sum approach only for nearby particles, and
to collapse distant particles into point like pseudo-particle with the same mass as the total
mass of the particles group. The implementation require a tree structure that recursively
subdivides the volume until it contains only one or more particles. This technique needs
a threshold aperture angle that is set a priori before the simulation. When one computes
the force acting on a given particle, the cells of the tree that subtend an angle lower than
the threshold are opened until one of two conditions are met: 1) if the tree cell subtend
a angle lower than the threshold, then the cell is considered as a pseudo-particle with the
total mass stored inside the cell, or 2) the cell of the tree is a leaf and contains one or more
particles and a direct sum is performed over these particles.
The benefit of this approach is that the force computation of each particle requires a
tree walk that has a complexity of O(logN), which gives a total complexity of O(NlogN)
for each tree walk.
There are several implementations of this technique. In the Barnes-Hut algorithm
(Barnes and Hut, 1986b), the 3D volume is recursively subdivided in 8 sub-volumes until
they contain only a single particle. Additionally, every cell of the tree stores the information
of the size of the cell and the total mass inside it. Figure 1.1 shows a representation of the
Barnes Hut structure taken from Springel et al. (2001a). After a timestep it can happen
that some particles leave the subvolume of the tree. To avoids a tree rebuild, the size of the
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cell is artificially increased in order to enclose particles that are no more in their original
cube. This produces an overhead in the tree walk but avoid a complete tree rebuild.
Another type of tree code is the k-dimensional tree (KD-tree), where the volume is
recursively split in half, first in the x-axis, then in the y-axis, then in the z-axis, then
in the x-axis again and so on. This kind of tree is a lot easier to implement and used
in the code pkdgrav3 (Stadel, 2001; Potter et al., 2017; Ballouz, 2017). With respect to
Barnes-Hut, KD-tree has non-cubic cells and requires a higher order multipole expansion
of the matter content.
1.4.3 Particle-Mesh (PM)
In this approach the gravitational potential is sampled on a grid, which is then used to
compute the force on every particle. The main advantage of this approach is that the
number of operations scales with the number of particles times the grid size, while the
drawback is that the precision depends on the grid size. The matter sampled inside the
grid is then converted to the gravitational potential and then differentiated in order to
obtain the acceleration on a given grid.
The simplest way to assign particles to a mesh is by assigning at each particle the
nearest grid point (also called, Nearest Grid Point or NGP). If the mesh is not fine enough,
then discontinuities in the density field will generate discontinuities in the potential, and
consequently a too strong force.
In general, it is preferred to distribute particles in the n nearest grid elements. The
most common choice consists in distributing them in the 8 or 27 nearest cells.
Once the density grid is built, the Poisson equation is solved in the Fourier space. In
fact the gravitational potential
Φ(~x) = −G
∫
V
ρ(~y)
|~x− ~y|
d~y,
is transformed in the Fourier space
Φ̂(~k) = ĝ(~k)ρ̂(~k),
where Φ̂(~k), ρ̂(~k) and ĝ(~k) represents the Fourier transform respectively of the potential,
the density matter and the Green function g(~x) = |~x|−1 .
The values of ĝ can be computed only once in the simulation and re-used during all time
steps. The PM code will then evaluate the potential in the Fourier space and transform
back the potential in the real space Φ(~x). Once the field Φ has been computed, the particle-
mesh approach differentiates between the nearby grid cells to obtain the contribution of
the acceleration acting on the particles inside the given cell. The first order scheme to
compute this derivative is to compute difference between the 2 neighbouring grid cells on
a given direction. The second order scheme uses the 4 nearby cells on a given direction.
The last step of the PM algorithm is to apply the acceleration to the particles inside the
cells. The acceleration is smoother with the same smoothing function used to distribute
the mass of particles in the neighbouring cells.
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1.4.4 P 3 M
Being the particle-particle (PP, or direct sum) approach more precise but slower compared
to the faster and less precise PM, Hockney et al. (1974) presented a hybrid approach that
uses the PP approach at small scales and the PM approach at larger scale. Efstathiou
and Eastwood (1981); Hockney and Eastwood (1988); Eastwood (1988); Efstathiou et al.
(1985) are the first works in literature that present this approach in detail in both plasma
physics and cosmological simulations.
The idea is to split the Fourier transform of the potential Φ̂(~k) in a short range com-
ponent Φ̂short(~k) and long range component Φ̂long(~k). The division is not sharp and it is
applied at a threshold length ks with an exponential decay of the kind e
− k
2
k2s (rather than
a top hat cut). The value of ks is chosen so that ks · L >> 1, where L is the length of the
simulated box. The lower ks the lower is the area where the Barnes Hut approach holds,
making the computation faster but dominated by the lower-precision PM approach. The
direct sum computation is then damped with the inverse-transform of the decay function,
that in this case is the error-function erf(x). Given these premises, the following relations
hold
Φ̂(~k) = Φ̂short(~k) + Φ̂long(~k)
Φ̂long(~k) = Φ̂(~k)e
− k
2
k2s
Φshort(~x) = −G
∑
i
mi
|~xi − ~x|
erf (|~xi − ~x| ks) .
At later stages of a cosmological simulation, when clustering becomes strong, clusters
will form on scales that are smaller or of the same order of magnitude of the cell sizes. In
this regime, the execution time of high-resolution cosmological simulations, is dominated
by the cost of the direct summation. Couchman (1991) present an adaptive version of
the P 3M, called Adaptive Particle Mesh (APM), where over dense region are sampled by
sub-grids. Additionally, the method adopted in Couchman (1991) uses multiple levels of
grid refinement to further reduce the cost of direct summation in clustered regions.
Ferrell and Bertschinger (1994) present a parallel scheme for the P 3M algorithm. Their
approach (see section 4 of their paper) is to assign a virtual processor at each grid point.
First, the local acceleration is evaluated at each grid point (based on its particles) and
then send its particles to queues associated to other grid points. As virtual processors
receive particles, they will add their contribution to the local particles. As the authors
point out, this technique is efficient only in regions with uniform density. This issue is
solved in Theuns (1994) where they present a parallel version of the adaptive P 3M code.
1.4.5 Tree-PM
The Tree-PM approach is very similar to the P 3M approach, but the short distance inter-
action is computed using a Tree algorithm as Barnes-Hut. This approach is used in the
family of cosmological simulations codes Gadget (Springel et al., 2001a, where the most
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Figure 1.2: A representation of the 2D Morton curve. Each sub volume is recursively
linked to the subvolume of the same level with a “Z” shaped curve .
used version GADGET-2 is presented). Dubinski (1996) present one of the first approach
on the parallelisation of tree codes. The main idea is to use the so called Orthogonal Recur-
sive Bisection (ORB). ORB employs the use of a volume subdivision similar to the Barnes
Hut algorithm, but the main volume is cut along an arbitrary dimension and a split in a
position chosen to keep the same number of particles on both sides. The slicing continues
by changing axis at every subdivision until it reaches a tree of n levels, that therefore
results in 2n sub-volumes. At this point different sub-volumes are sent to different CPUs
and each should have the same amount of particles, which in principle should imply that
each CPU has roughly the same amount of interactions to compute. As a consequence,
each CPU should spend roughly the same time for each time step.
The force computation algorithm of Dubinski (1996) is difficult to parallelise over mul-
tiple CPUs. An important obstacle in this parallel code is the impossibility to practically
store a copy of the ORB and Barnes Hut tree in each computing node. Dubinski (1996)
solved this problem with the algorithm proposed in Salmon et al. (1990), where nodes store
only the part of the ORB tree that contains only the domain subdivision (which is a lot
smaller than the whole Barnes Hut tree). During the force computation, when the parallel
Barnes Hut finds that a branch of the tree has to interact with a ORB cell in a different
node, it sends its own “pruned” branch to the other CPUs. In the same way every CPU
receive a “pruned” version of a foreign Barnes Hut tree and computes the interaction of
this “guest” branches to their local Barnes Hut tree. After such computation, they send
the result back to the original CPU.
1.5 Domain Decomposition
The process of dividing the computational work between nodes is called domain decom-
position. The approach used by Dubinski (1996) (see our discussion in Section 1.4.5) to
equally split simulated volumes between nodes is not optimal in cosmological simulations
with high resolution. In fact, high resolution cosmological simulations have both clustered
regions and low dense regions, regions with different densities having different computing
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Figure 1.3: 3D (top) and 2D (bottom) representation of the Space-filling Peano-Hilbert
curve . Taken by (Springel, 2005a).
times.
A naive approach to solve this problem would be to split the domain in a large number
of cubes so that each CPU will get approximately the same amount of under-dense and
over dense regions. A draw back of this approach is an increased communication between
CPUs.
A good domain decomposition must minimise the computing time on each CPU and
minimise the communication between CPUs. One of the first approaches to solve this
problem is presented in Warren and Salmon (1995a). In that work the authors experiment
different domain decompositions for a Barnes Hut code. Besides the ORB approach they
order the particles according to the so called Morton curve. A representation of this
ordering is shown in Figure 1.2. The ordering is very similar to the ORB split, but the
subvolume is divided at half of the size, instead of the point that contains divide half
particles. Particles are then re-organised in memory so that chunks that stay in one side
of the volume are contiguous. As a result, each sub volume is recursively linked to the
subvolume of the same level with a “Z” shaped curve . After this step, the array of
particles is divided in chunks of equal size. Since dark matter particles automatically
sample the most dense regions, this approach gives both compact domains (minimised the
communication) that are also equally balanced.
Most modern domain decomposition techniques, as the most recent versions of Gadget
(Springel, 2005a) employs the Peano-Hilbert space-filling curve. Figure 1.3 show a sketch
of the Peano curve taken by Springel (2005a). The peculiarity of this curve is that it forms
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Figure 1.4: 2D Representation of the Gadget2 domain decomposition. Top panel shows
how the particles are ordered and set up in a Barnes Hut tree, bottom panel shows how
the Hilbert a space filling curve is divided in chunks and the corresponding top-nodes of
three in each CPU, where they store both the Barnes Hut data and the information of
which top-node belongs to which CPU (represented with different colours). Figure taken
by (Springel, 2005a).
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a “U” shape (in 2D) that fills the cells of the same level. In the limit of infinite recursion
the curve continuously fills the whole volume.
In three dimensions, a basic curve is extended in an analogous way. One interesting
property of these space-filling curves is their self similarity. A cut of the space-filling curve
gives spatial domains that are compact and are simply connected. The benefits are that
(i) it minimises the surface and thus the communication between CPUs and (ii) that each
CPU gets the same amount of clustered particles. Additionally, Springel (2005a) orders
the Barnes Hut cells with the same space filling curve ordering, and as a consequence it
is possible to store a so called top-nodes tree, with the domain decomposition information
(what node correspond to what CPUS) and the Barnes Hut tree in the same data structure.
Every CPU will then have the same top-nodes, and they are used to know what cell
corresponds to which CPU. Additionally they also store their own local copy of their
Barnes Hut tree. During the computation of a force, every CPU is able to know if it has
to communicate with another CPU and will send its particles according to this scheme.
1.6 Hydrodynamics
While gravity follows the Newtonian force between particles, to describe gas physics it is
necessary to include a solver of the the comoving Euler equations for an inviscid gas. Such
equations are
0 =
dρ
dt
+ ρ∇ · ~v, (1.14)
0 =
d~v
dt
+
∇P
ρ
+∇Φ, (1.15)
0 =
du
dt
+
P
ρ
∇ · ~v + Λ (u, ρ)
ρ
, (1.16)
where ρ is the density of the fluid, ~v is the velocity, P the pressure, u the internal energy, Φ
is the gravitational potential and the total derivative d/dt is ∂/∂t+~v · ∇. These equations
are closed by including also the equation of state, that for a mono-atomic ideal gas (and
thus is described by an adiabatic index γ = 5/3) is
P = (γ − 1) ρu.
1.6.1 Grid codes
Grid codes use - for example - finite-difference methods to approximate numerically the
evolution of Eulerian fluids. Cen (1990) is one of the first grid codes for hydrodynamic
cosmological simulations, while these codes performed reasonably well in simple test cases,
they failed to correctly resolve shocks.
This is very important in cosmological simulations, where gas that falls into clusters
of galaxies is shock-heated from 104 to 108 Kelvin, and thus simulations need to resolve
temperature discontinuities between grid cells (see e.g. Bertschinger, 1998, section 2.2.2.
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of their paper for a review). More modern approaches use an approximated solution of the
Riemann problem between cell boundaries and so to evolve fluids with discontinuities. The
total-variation diminishing (TVD) technique, compute fluxes using the Riemann solver and
multi cell interpolation to compute derivatives. Plus, codes as Quilis et al. (1996) employ
slope limiters to avoid nonphysical post-shock oscillations.
Anninos and Norman (1994) present the first grid code where more dense regions where
described with a fixed mesh refinement and it was used in a cosmological simulation, while
Bryan and Norman (1997) present the first adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) code for
cosmological simulations. There, using 643 grid cells then are able to reach a resolution
equivalent to 81923 fixed-resolution grid cells (see e.g. Bertschinger, 1998, for more details).
A widely used approach to incorporate dark matter in grid codes is to describe dark
matter as an N−body system (see e.g. the ENZO code presented in Bryan and Norman,
1995).
1.6.2 Lagrangian codes (SPH)
On the other hand, a technique called Smoothed Particle hydrodynamics (SPH) is used to
sample the Eulerian version of the equations on particles. SPH samples the properties of a
fluid (e.g. density, pressure, temperature) in particles that can exchange momentum and
thus move around the simulated volume in order to oversample more dense regions.
The main difference between the two techniques in the integration scheme of hydrody-
namics is that a grid code computes fluxes between grid elements (as would be originally
implied by the Euler equation) while the N-body scheme SPH smoothes the fields and then
approximates the equation as sum over particles (see Price, 2012, for a review).
In the basic version of SPH from Gingold and Monaghan (1977) and Lucy (1977) (see
also Gingold and Monaghan (1982)), for any field F (~r), one defines its smoothed version
Fs(~r) as
Fs(~r) =
∫
F (~s)W (~r − ~s, h)d~s,
where the integral runs over the volume covered by the fluid and sampled by the SPH
particles, W is the so called smoothing kernel that weights all contributions from the
particles as a function of their distances from ~r.
It is required by the theory that
lim
h−→0
W (~r, h) = δ(~r),
where δ is the Dirac delta, so that Fs −→ F for h −→ 0.
The above integral thus, can be approximated to a sum over particle properties as:
Fs(~r) '
∑
j
mj
ρj
FjW (~r − ~rj, h),
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where j runs over the particles index, ρi,mi, ~ri are respectively the density, the mass and
the position of the i−th, particle and Fj is the value of the field associated with the particle
j.
If W has compact support (i.e. W (|~x| > h, h) = 0) then the summation is performed
over on a finite number of neighbouring particles.
To exploit SPH in cosmological simulation, one need to chose the smoothing length
so that the kernel will automatically adapt to change in the density environment. Since
h gives information on the radius of a kernel, Steinmetz and Müller (1993) proposed to
evaluate h so that
ρi · h3i = const.
SPH will perform multiple iterations over the particles in order to adjust the smoothing
length so that it includes approximately a pre-fixed number of neighbours. This is, by the
way, a very expensive process because it requires to find all neighbours within a certain
sphere for each gas particle. Multiple iterations of neighbours finding must be executed
for particles with an exceeding or underestimated smoothing length. A symmetric version
of the window function W is defined as Wij. There are two main choices for a symmetric
W , one that is to compute W in the average h,
Wij = W (|~xi − ~xj| , hij),
where hij is the mean between hi and hj. A second option is to define the symmetric version
as the mean W as
Wij =
W (|~xi − ~xj| , hi) +W (|~xi − ~xj| , hi)
2
Note that in the next computations, the derivative of W should have terms like ∂W/∂h,
that is ignored in most SPH formalism. A widely used SPH kernel W is the so called cubic-
spline kernel, defined as
W3D(x, h) =
σ
hν

1− 6
(
x
h
)2
+ 6
(
x
h
)3
0 ≤ x
h
< 0.5
2
(
1− x
h
)3
0.5 ≤ x
h
< 1
0 1 ≤ x
h
, (1.17)
where ν is the number of dimensions and σ is a normalisation constant that varies with
the number of dimensions of the problem; for a 1D, 2D or 3D problem the value of σ is
respectively 16/3, 80/7π, 8/π. This kernel has the advantage of being both compact and
continuous in the second derivative. The advantage of having a continuous second order
derivative is a lower error in interpolating the integration by summation interpolants, see
Section 7 in Monaghan (1992) for more details.
Given a kernel that has smooth derivatives, it is possible to find a SPH description for
field derivatives. The derivative of a vector field ~A can be naively defined as(
∇ · ~A
)
i
=
∑
j
mj
ρj
~Aj
∂W (~ri − ~rj)
∂xi
. (1.18)
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Noteworthy, if A is the velocity field, then the divergence of a velocity field does not
goes to zero if all velocities are equal. There are other, more numerically stable ways to
compute the derivative of a field. Concerning the identity
∇
(
ρ ~A
)
= ρ∇ · ~A+ ~A · ∇ρ,
one can rewrite Equation 1.18 as(
∇ · ~A
)
i
=
1
ρi
∑
j
mj
(
~Aj − ~Ai
)
· ∂W (~ri − ~rj, hi)
∂xi
Such approximation of ∇· ~A has the advantage of providing a vanishing velocity in case
the field A is evaluated on the velocity field ~v. Another widely used formulation for field
derivatives is by employing the identity
∇ ·
(
~A
ρ
)
=
∇ · ~A
ρ
− ~A ·
(
1
ρ2
∇ρ
)
so one obtains a symmetric form for the field derivative:(
∇ · ~A
)
i
= ρi
∑
j
mj
(
~vj
ρ2j
+
~vi
ρ2i
)
∂W (~ri − ~rj, hi)
∂xi
.
It is also possible to derive those equations by using a Lagrangian for a fluid L [ρ,~v] =∫
V
1
2
ρ(~r)~v2 + ρ(~r)m(~r)d~r and applying the variational principles on it (Eckart, 1960).
Theoretically the kernel function W that smoothes the field can cover the whole volume,
this would lead to a summation over all particles for each particle to process, and give the
algorithm a complexity of O(N2) which will disrupt all efforts made (for instance Barnes
Hut approach) to lower the complexity to O(Nlog(N)) simulations with gravity. For this
reason people use kernels that vanish after a certain distance.
In the classical SPH formulation energy, linear momentum, angular momentum and
entropy are all simultaneously conserved (Springel, 2011). This has a drawback when gas
forms shock waves. Shock waves and contact discontinuities produced by gas dynamics
open the necessity to use the integral form of Euler equation, as opposed to the above use
of their differential form (Landau and Lifshitz, 1959). One of the main consequences of
shock fronts is that the inviscid description breaks down and increases the entropy. The
consequence for SPH codes is that they cannot naturally describe shocks, as they keep the
entropy constant. For this reason people add an artificial term that dissipates the kinetic
energy into heat, and increases the total entropy accordingly. Such term is effectively a
friction force that has the effect of dumping relative differences in particle velocities. The
drawback of this approach is, of course, that one must add a mechanism so that it activates
only on shocked regions, or, as a drawback one would break the conservative properties of
SPH (Springel, 2011).
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The viscous term that is most often added in SPH codes is(
d~vi
dt
)viscosity
= −
∑
j
1
2
mjΠij∇ (W (~ri − ~rj, hi) +W (~ri − ~rj, hj)) , (1.19)
where Πij is chosen to be a symmetric matrix that provides the viscosity properties so that
linear and angular momentum are still conserved. To still conserve energy, an additional
energy loss Πij is added in the internal energy equation(
dui
dt
)viscosity
= −
∑
j
1
2
mjΠij(~vi − ~vj) · ∇ (W (~ri − ~rj, hi) +W (~ri − ~rj, hj)) . (1.20)
Monaghan and Gingold (1983) introduced what is still the most used candidate for Πij
Πij =
{
−αcijµij+βµ2ij
ρij
if(~vi − ~vj) · (~ri − ~rj) < 0
0 otherwise
. (1.21)
where
µij =
hij(~vi − ~vj) · (~ri − ~rj)
|~ri − ~rj|2 + εhij
,
and hij denotes the average smoothing length between a particle i, j and cij is the average
sound speed, and the parameters α have typical values from 0.5 − 1 and β = 2α end
ε = 0.01 (see Springel, 2011).
Springel (2010) proposes a novel scheme, implemented in the code AREPO, that elim-
inates both the suppression of fluid instabilities in SPH and the Galilean invariance of
AMR. The approach uses an unstructured mesh that is represented by a Voronoi tessella-
tion generated by points that can move arbitrarily inside the simulated volume. Although
employing particles, the mesh is used to solve the ideal hydrodynamic equations with hy-
perbolic conservation laws based on a Riemann solver. For a stationary choice of the point
positions the code falls back to the ordinary Eulerian method. The code however moves
the points according to the velocity of the local flow, thus producing a Galilean-invariant
solver that is also able to treat shocks. Additionally, because of the moving of points, the
code automatically oversample regions that are over-dense, as in the SPH approach.
1.7 Cosmological Simulations
Nowadays cosmological simulations come in two main categories: Eulerian and Lagrangian.
The first category integrates the equations of state of the various matter components
(usually dark matter, gas, stars and black holes) on a grid and solves the 3-dimensional
discretised equations of on a grid (see e.g. the code grid code Enzo by Bryan et al. (2014)).
Due to the collapse and structure formation in cosmological simulations, the matter content
in collapsed regions must be sampled inside finer grid cells than matter on voids where the
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evolution of perturbations due to gravity is in its linear regime. People use Adaptive Mesh
Refinement (AMR) codes that subdivide grid cells on regions that need higher resolutions.
Those smaller cells can be merged together when higher resolution is not needed anymore.
N-body codes, on the other hand, begin with an initial set of particles sampling the
simulated fluids, each with a certain mass, position and volume (for instance, a dark matter
particle will sample an ensemble of real dark matter particles within the volume sampled
by the particle in simulation, described by their smoothing length ε discussed in the above
paragraphs). One advantage of N-body simulations with respect to grid codes is that
particles move with the velocity of the fluid and thus automatically over-sample clustered
regions.
Inflation theory predicts fluctuations δ that are Gaussian fluctuations (Bertschinger,
1995). These perturbations δ(~x) can then be expressed as
δ(~x) =
ρ(~x)
〈ρ〉
and their evolution is described both by the continuity equation
0 =
∂δ
∂t
+∇ · [(1 + δ)~u] (1.22)
and the Euler equation for a fluid under the Hubble flux of H(t) and expanding with a
scale factor a(t),
∂~u
∂t
+ 2H(t)~u+ (~u · ∇)u = −∇φ
a2
. (1.23)
Gravitational potential is related to the density field with the Poisson equation
∇2φ = 4πG 〈ρ〉 a2δ, (1.24)
where the gradients (∇) are computed with respect to the comoving coordinates and H is
the so called Hubble flow ȧ/a, whose time evolution for a given matter. Its time evolution
is often expressed as H(t) = E(t)H0, and where H0 is the present day value and E(t), for
a universe with a dark energy density ΩΛ and a matter density Ωm, on a flat universe
E(z) =
√
Ωm
a3
+ ωΛ.
Equations 1.22 1.23 and 1.24 can be combined and approximated to a second order
differential equation over the variable δ (see Borgani, 2008, for more details)
0 =
∂2δ
∂t2
+ 2H
∂δ
∂t
− 4πG 〈ρ〉 δ, (1.25)
which represent the Jeans instability equations for a pressureless fluid with an additional
expansion due to the Hubble flow. This additional expansion is able to contrast the growth
of perturbations that would otherwise grow exponentially as
δ(t) = exp(
√
4πG 〈ρ〉t). (1.26)
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Fluctuations whose initial values have been computed in the Fourier spaces δ̂(~k) are
then transformed to the real space potential φ(~q) via a Fourier transform so that
φ(~q) =
∑
~k
δ̂(~k)
k2
ei~q·
~k.
Fluctuations are further evolved using the Zel’dovich (1970) approximation. This ap-
proximation starts from an un-perturbed lattice ~q, and gives the new distribution ~x at time
t as
~x = ~q +D+(t)Φ(~q)
~v = a
dD+(t)
dt
∇ψ(~q),
where D+ is the growth factor (Efstathiou et al., 1985),
D+(z) =
5
2
ΩmE(z)
∫ inf
z
1 +−z
E(−z)
d− z.
As perturbation grows and, when the overdensity is large enough, the perturbations
reach a maximum expansion and then detach from the Hubble flow and collapse. Most
density profiles of dark matter haloes from both simulations and observations can be de-
scribed by a Navarro Frank and White (NFW) profile (Navarro et al. (1996, 1997), see
Borgani and Kravtsov (2011) for a review). These density profiles ρ are modelled as a
function of the radial distance r as:
ρ (r) =
ρ0
r
rs
(
1 + r
rs
)2 ,
where rs is a scale radius separating the internal region and the external region, and ρ0 is
twice the density at ρ (r = rs).
As haloes do not have clear boundaries, the virial radius Rvir is defined as the radius at
which the density of the halo is the one of a theoretical virialised homogeneous spherical
over density in an expanding universe. This density threshold is ∆virρcrit. Here ρcrit is the
critical density ρcrit = 3H
2/4πG and ∆vir is a parameter that depends on the cosmology.
For instance ∆vir ≈ 178 in an Einstein de Sitter cosmology (see Naderi et al. (2015) for
a review). More generally, people use radii definitions that are independent from the
cosmology and refer to R∆ as the radius that includes a over density of ∆ · ρcrit. For the
following analysis, both ∆ = 200 and ∆ = 500 and the corresponding radii of R200 and
R500 are used.
1.7.1 Galaxy Clusters
The concentration as c∆ ≡ R∆/rs and quantifies the size of the internal region of a cluster,
compared to its radius. Bullock et al. (2001) is a pioneering theoretical work in the study
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of the concentration in c∆ a ΛCDM universe. Their toy model based on a isolated spherical
over density whose scale factor a at the collapse time is ac, predicts a concentration c ∝
a/ac, where the proportionality constant is universal for all haloes.
Various works in the literature fit the concentration as a power law of the halo mass
and redshift. They mainly find a very low dependency of concentration from redshift and
a slow but steady decrease of the concentration with mass (see e.g. Dutton and Macciò,
2014; Merten et al., 2015). In comparing various works one must first consider carefully
how the concentration is computed. Some theoretical works, as Ludlow et al. (2012);
Prada et al. (2012), derive the dark matter concentration from the peak in the velocity
dispersion instead of constraining rs from a NFW fit of the dark matter density profile. The
concentration computed with this technique is systematically higher than the concentration
computed with a NFW fit, usually with a relative error of 1 − 10%, and Meneghetti and
Rasia (2013) show that the two values can diverge significantly.
On top of this, Lin et al. (2006) found that introducing non-radiative gas physics in
numerical simulations increases the concentration, while Duffy et al. (2010) show how the
additional inclusion of AGN feedback decreases the halo concentration the lower is the
halo mass, up to a difference of ≈ 15% for haloes of M ≈ 1011M. Simulations with
various dark energy models, as in De Boni (2013), showed that in the c − M relation
the normalisation is sensitive to the cosmologies and Duffy et al. (2008) showed that the
predicted concentrations of dark matter only runs are much lower than inferred from X-ray
observations of groups and clusters.
Most recent high resolution dark matter only simulations showed an up turn trend of
the mass concentration relation of simulations in the highest mass regime at very high
redshift (see Zhao et al., 2009; Klypin et al., 2011; Prada et al., 2012). The cause of such
upturn is still unclear.
Additionally, the mass-concentration plane of various theoretical and observational
studies has a scatter that can span over an order of magnitude. Macciò et al. (2007)
proposed that the scatter is partially due the non spherical symmetry of the initial fluc-
tuation, while Neto et al. (2007) (see Fig. 10 in their paper) shows how this scatter can
be partially disentangled by describing the concentration as a function of the formation
time of the halo. Observational studies found that fossil objects (i.e. objects remained
unperturbed for a long period of time) are the objects with the highest concentration
(Pratt et al., 2016; Kundert et al., 2015; Khosroshahi et al., 2006; Humphrey et al., 2012,
2011; Buote, 2017). Fossil objects are supposed to be relaxed systems and, as defined in
Voevodkin et al. (2010), have a difference in magnitude in the R band ∆mR ≥ 1.7 between
the most luminous object and the second most luminous object within a distance of 1
2
R200.
This is in agreement with theoretical studies on unperturbed haloes in dark matter only
simulations, where dynamically relaxed systems have higher concentration than average
(Cui et al., 2017; Klypin et al., 2016; Davis et al., 2011).
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Figure 1.5: An example of Halo Mass Function (HMF) from the Magneticum simulations
(Box0/mr, Box2/hr and Box4/uhr), taken from Bocquet et al. (2016).
1.7.2 Simulations vs. Observations
Nowadays cosmological simulations incorporate a lot more physics than just gravity. They
simulate the intergalactic medium (IGM) that follows the laws of hydrodynamics and
they include additional processes that take place below the resolution limit (e.g. star
formation). Those processes are called sub-grid models and are recipes to model the
outcome of processes that happen at the lowest scales. For instance, modern high resolution
simulations on cosmological volumes follow gas particles with a resolution in mass of ≈
106M. It is clear that they cannot follow single cloud collapsing objects that forms stars
(with a mass range of < 103−4M.
In order to overcome the problem of implementing unresolved physics, the simulations
model the star formation due to the gas conditions as pressure due to gravity, turbulence,
magnetic fields (see e.g. Widrow et al. (2012); Kravtsov (2003)), and implement schemes
that produce simulated star particles with a mass resolution of ≈ 106M. This means that
the simulated star particles dont represent single stars, they represent a whole population of
stars with their own initial mass function (IMF). The current state of the art simulations
include effects of Supernovae explosions, black holes seeding and accretion, and many
phenomena.
To compare the number of well resolved objects with surveys, there is the need to
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Figure 1.6: Well resolved objects in simulations and surveys over time. Grey points repre-
sent dark matter only simulations, red points represent hydrodynamics simulations, blue
colour represents radio surveys and light blue colour represent optical surveys. Segments
represent non finished/planned surveys. This plot uses 103 particles for well resolved clus-
ters in dark matter only simulations and 104 particles for hydrodynamic simulations.
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estimate the number of galaxy clusters produced in a simulation. To do such estimation,
one first identifies the corresponding amount of particlesNp that a simulated galaxy clusters
must have in order to be considered well defined. Then, one computes the minimum mass
for a well resolved object in a given simulation, and finally, the total number of predicted
objects is the integral of dn/dM above this mass threshold. For this purpose a minimum
number of 103 particles in a cluster for dark matter only simulations is chosen and 104
particles for simulations with hydrodynamic. Then the minimum mass of a well resolved
galaxy cluster Mmin is then
Mmin = Np
Mtot
Ntot
,
where Mtot is the total mass inside the simulation (so Mtot =
∑N
1 mi, where mi is the mass
of the i− th particle and N is the total number of particles). In case of a dark matter only
cosmological simulation, where all particles always have the same mass mDM, one obtains
a minimum mass of
Mdark matter onlymin = NpmDM.
To compute the total amount of objects that with a mass higher than a certain thresh-
old, one has to integrate the so called halo mass function dn/dM. The halo mass function
is the number density of objects dn per mass interval dM (Press and Schechter, 1974) and
has been constrained numerically by various works in the literature (see e.g. Bocquet et al.,
2016, for one of the most recent constrains from simulations) and is usually expressed as
dn
dM
= f(σ)
〈ρm〉
M
dlnσ−1
dM
,
where 〈ρm〉 is the mean matter density and σ2(M, z) defined as
σ2(M, z) ≡ 1
2π2
∫
P (k, z)Ŵ 2(kR)k2dk,
that represents the variance of the matter density ρ smoothed using the Fourier transform
of a top hat of size R that span a volume of 4πR/3 = 〈ρm〉 /M (Bocquet et al., 2016). And
f(σ) is a fit function usually chosen to be
f(σ) = A
((σ
b
)−a
+ 1
)
exp
(
− c
σ2
)
,
that depends on the fit parameters A, a, b, c. Figure 1.5 shows a representation of a halo
mass function for the WMAP7 cosmology (Komatsu et al., 2011, with total matter density
parameter Ω0 = 0.272 and a baryon fraction of 16.8% ) as given by (Bocquet et al., 2016).
The number of objects N(> Mmin) that are more massive than a certain threshold is given
by the integral
N(> Mmin) =
∫
Mmin
dn
dM
dM.
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Figure 1.6 shows the list of computed number of objects of the largest simulations
over time, and the number of well resolved objects in previous and future surveys. First
collisionless simulations from Peebles (1970); White (1976) resolved single clusters with less
than 1000 particles, while Metzler and Evrard (1994) is the first hydrodynamic simulation
of a galaxy cluster, with 1000 particles. And Katz et al. (1996); Pearce et al. (1999);
Murali et al. (2002); Springel and Hernquist (2003a) are the first hydrodynamic simulation
considering multiple clusters interacting. Borgani et al. (2004) remained the hydrodynamic
simulation with most clusters for 5 years. Schaye et al. (2010); Di Matteo et al. (2008);
Davé et al. (2011); Vogelsberger et al. (2012); Cui et al. (2012); Saro et al. (2014) are the
first simulations over cosmological volumes (> 40Mpc). And Dolag et al. (2015) present
Magneticum Box0/mr and Box2b/hr simulations, while Nelson et al. (2018); Pillepich et al.
(2018) present Illustris and Illustris TNG simulations. York et al. (2000); Frieman et al.
(2008); Blanton et al. (2017) present the data release from the multi-spectral imaging
and spectroscopic redshift survey Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), where they consider
only SDSS objects with an associated spectroscopic data. ALFALFA is a 300meter radio
telescope based in Puerto Rico (Martin et al., 2010) devoted to neutral atomic hydrogen
surveys. The HI Parkes All Sky Survey (HI PASS Meyer et al., 2004) was a pioneering
HI survey that covers the entire southern sky. The Australian Square Kilometre Array
Pathfinder (ASKAP) is a pioneering array of radio telescopes (Johnston et al., 2008), that
led the route for the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) (Duffy, 2014). eROSITA (extended
ROentgen Survey with an Imaging Telescope Array Kolodzig et al., 2013) is a future X-ray
telescope built in Germany that will be launched in 2019. Amendola et al. (2013) present a
future visible and near-infrared space telescope Euclid, while Abdalla et al. (2012) present
the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI), which will provide spectrographic data
of distant galaxies. Such new instrument will probe the expansion history of the Universe
and possibly shed light on the physics of dark energy. For a review on surveys and their
number of observed objects, see Duffy (2014).
It is clear that simulations of the next decade will need to resolve a larger number of
objects, and for this purpose it is necessary to study and solve the bottlenecks of current
codes for cosmological simulations. In the next section there will be a discussion on the
technical aspects of Gadget, a widely used code for hydrodynamic cosmological, and what
are its bottlenecks and how they were solved.
1.8 The Gadget3 code
Gadget3 (GAlaxies with Dark matter and Gas intEracT) simulates the evolution of inter-
acting Dark Matter, gas and stars in cosmological volumes (Springel et al., 2001a; Springel,
2005b). While Dark Matter is simulated so it interacts only through gravity, gas obeys the
laws of hydrodynamics. Both Dark Matter and gas are simulated by a particle approach.
Gadget3 uses a Tree-PM (see, e.g. Xu (1995)) algorithm for the gravitational interactions
between both Dark Matter and gas particles. Smoothed Particle hydrodynamics (SPH) is
used for the hydrodynamic interaction, as described in Price (2012).
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Gadget3 uses Smoothed Particle hydrodynamics (SPH) for the hydrodynamics evo-
lution of gas particles. The formulation used in the Magneticum simulations is an im-
proved SPH scheme described in Beck et al. (2016). Springel et al. (2005a); Tornatore
et al. (2003, 2007) describe the treatment of radiative cooling, heating, ultraviolet (UV)
back-ground, star formation and stellar feedback processes. Cooling follows 11 chemi-
cal elements (H,He,C,N,O,Ne,Mg, Si, S, Ca, Fe) using the publicly available CLOUDY
photo-ionisation code (Ferland et al., 1998). Teklu et al. (2015); Remus et al. (2017) have
a more detailed description of many of these physical processes.
The description of the prescription for black hole (BH) growth and for feedback from
AGNs can be found in Di Matteo et al. (2005, 2008); Fabjan et al. (2010); Hirschmann
et al. (2014).
Galaxy halos are identified using a friend-of-friend (FoF) algorithm and sub-halos are
identified using a version of SUBFIND (Springel et al., 2001a), adapted by Dolag et al.
(2009) to include the baryon component.
Gadget3 employs a variety of physical processes, e.g. gravitational interactions, density
calculation, hydrodynamic forces, sub-grid models for star formation and black hole seeding
and accretion. All these algorithms need to process a list of active particles and find the list
of nearby particles (“neighbours”). These neighbours are typically selected within a given
searching sphere, defined by a given searching radius, defined by local conditions of the
active particles (see, e.g. Hernquist and Katz (1989)). This problem is called neighbour
search and is one of the most important algorithms to compute the physics implemented
in Gadget3.
1.8.1 Gadget’s tree walk
All the main Gadget modules (gravity, SPH, stellar feedback, thermal conduction, and
black hole feedback) share the same implementation and communication pattern. In the
first phase of each module, for all active particles in the current time-step, Gadget needs to
perform a tree walk (over the Barnes Hut tree data structure) in order to both find neigh-
bouring particles and neighbouring regions that belong to a different MPI task. Gadget
will then exchange guest particles between MPI tasks and in the second phase of a module,
it searches for neighbours (via a tree walk) for the received guest particles.
In the standard implementation of Gadget, the mere tree walk and communication parts
(as will be described in detail in Chapter 2) consume more times than the actual physical
computations. For this reason in Chapter 2 I present a new neighbour search algorithm
which drastically lowers the execution time. Implementing such a new neighbour search
was necessary in order to run Mangeticum Box0/mr and Box2b/hr (see Section 1.9.1)
When a MPI rank has computed the interactions over the received guest particles,
it will send the results back to the original MPI rank. This MPI rank will then merge
the received contribution with the contribution from the local neighbours. Gadget uses a
relatively small exchange buffer (compared to the number of particles in a large simulation),
and for this reason, if it is not possible to exchange all particles at one time, the first and
second phases must be repeated until all active particles have been processed.
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Figure 1.7: Graphical representation of the typical loops performed in the Gadget modules.
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Figure 1.7 shows in more detail the two phases of the neighbour search, that can be
summarised in the following steps:
• First phase:
– for each internal active particle Pi: walk the tree and find all neighboring par-
ticles closer than the searching distance hi;
– when walking the tree: for every node belonging to a different MPI process,
particle and external node are added to an export buffer;
– if the export buffer is too small to fit a single particle and its external nodes:
interrupt simulation.
– if the export buffer is full: end of first phase.
– physical quantities of Pi are updated according to the list of neighbours obtained
above.
• Particles are exported.
• Second phase:
– for each guest particle Pi: walk the tree and search its neighbours;
– update properties of Pi according to the neighbours list;
– send updated guest particles back to the original MPI process.
• The current MPI process receives back the particles previously exported and updates
the physical quantities merging all results from the various MPI processes.
• Particles that have been updated are removed from the list of active particles.
• If there are still active particles: start from the beginning.
The definition of neighbouring particles is slightly different between the Gadget3 mod-
ules. In the Density module, neighbours of the particle Pi are all the particles closer than
its searching radius hi. In the hydrodynamics module, neighbours are all particles Pj closer
than max(hi, hj) to Pi.
To perform the Neighbour Search in Gadget3, an octree is used to divide the three
dimensional space. Further optimisation is obtained by ordering the particles according to
a space-filling curve. In particular, Gadget3 uses the Hilbert space-filling curve to perform
the domain decomposition and to distribute the work among the different processors.
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1.8.2 SPH
Gas hydrodynamic is implemented in Gadget using the SPH formulation (see Section 1.6.2)
as described in Beck et al. (2016), with the possibility of including a time dependent scheme
for artificial viscosity and artificial conduction as presented in Beck et al. (2016). The SPH
implementation is divided in two stages, first Gadget updates the smoothing length of
all active particles, when all active particles have been updated, it then computes the
hydro-force acting on said particles.
The update of the smoothing lengths is a very time consuming operation because it is
itself an iterative process. At each iteration on the smoothing length computation, Gadget3
must perform tree walks for each active particles as described in Section 1.8.1. This poses
a large slow down in large cosmological simulations, since they can perform up to 10 - 15
iterations, each with its slow neighbour search.
After the update of the smoothing lengths, Gadget must perform an additional tree
walk for each active particle (as in Section 1.8.1) to update the hydrodynamic force over
all active particles. This tree walk is computational expensive because of the large number
of computations.
1.8.3 Cooling
While gravity is the main driver of the collapse of the large-scale overdensity peaks in the
initial conditions, thermodynamic properties can affect galaxy formation. Radiative cooling
is supposed to be the main cause for condensation and long time life time of galaxies inside
clusters(White and Rees, 1978). Such process is included in Gadget with phenomenological
treatment of star formation and its associated energy feedback, and approximate radiative
transfer.
Radiative loss is included in Equations 1.14, 1.15 and 1.16 by modelling the so called
cooling function Λ(u, ρ).
A first naive approach could describe the cooling function Λ(T ) chosen so the cooling
rate per unit volume is nenpΛ(T ) (where ne and np denote respectively the free electron
and proton densities). Cen (1992) is the first cosmological simulation to follow the non-
equilibrium abundances of electrons, hydrogen, helium and molecular species. Ferland et al.
(1998) presents the code CLOUDY that take into account heavier elements (“metals”). As
shown in Peebles and Dicke (1968), the largest cooling of gas under 104K is given by
H−, H+2 and H2.
Gadget stores the cooling tables (Λ vs. T ) data in pre-computed tables in a num-
ber of redshift slices (Tornatore et al., 2003, 2007). At a given time in the simulation
it interpolates the values between redshift and temperature bins to compute Λ. The ef-
fects that are included in Λ act on a plasma composed by H and He that can produce,
HI , HII , HeI , HeII , HeIII , as computed by Maio et al. (2007), in the assumptions of a op-
tically thin gas in ionisation equilibrium where three-body cooling is considered negligible.
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1.8.4 Star Formation and stellar feedback
The process of star formation happens at scales that are lower than the spatial resolution
of cosmological simulations(≈ kpc). In order to avoid a cooling catastrophe, one has to
include the heating effects of energy feedback from Supernovae explosions.
The implementation presented in Springel and Hernquist (2003b) (and currently used
in most Gadget simulations) requires that the process of star formation occurs only in
Jeans unstable regions (where density perturbations grow, see Equations 1.25 and 1.26):
hi
ci
>
1√
4πGρi
, (1.27)
where ci is the local speed of sound. Additionally, it asks for a convergent velocity flow of
the SPH particles
∇~vi < 0
and for its density ρi to lay in an environment that is denser than a given fixed threshold,
so that
ρi > 0.1
atom
cm3
.
If a gas particle passes the previous three criterion, it is then selected as being star
forming, and its star formation rate (SFR) Ṁ? is defined as
Ṁ? =
dρ?
dt
= −dρi
dt
=
c?ρi
t?
,
where c? is a dimensionless star formation rate parameter and t? is a characteristic star
formation timescale. Gadget assumes t? as being the maximum between the Jeans-equation
dynamical timescale (Equation 1.27) and the cooling time
tcool = ui
(
dui
dt
)−1
.
To avoid to over-spawn star particles (that will fill the memory and/or ruin the perfor-
mance of the computing node), Gadget spawns a new collisionless star particle only (with
the accumulated star mass M?) with a probability p that is decided for each particle at
each timestep as
p = 1− e
−c?∆t
tg
,
where ∆t is the timestep size. After a stellar particle is spawned, the gas particle mass
is decreased according to the mass of the new star particle. When a gas particle reaches
a mass of zero it is removed from the simulation. The model also takes into account
that each star particle will be spawned with a well defined initial mass function. It will
estimate how many stars are massive enough to produce Supernovae (SNe), and the model
can estimate the amount of energy released from each star particle at each timestep due
to the supernovae explosions (typically 1051erg/supernova). Such energy is distributed
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around the surrounding gas particles. This is done under the approximation that life time
of a supernovae is below the time resolution limit of the simulation.
Noteworthy SNe feedback is implemented together with the chemical enrichment, which
again needs an additional tree walk for each active particle as described in Section 1.8.1.
Such tree walk must be performed for all active gas particles.
1.8.5 Thermal Conduction
Some of the first theoretical and numerical studies on X-ray emission from gas in galaxy
clusters (Fabian et al., 1994; Allen et al., 2001) predicted that gas should continuously
cool and produce a mass deposition rate of ≈ 100M/yr. Since observations as Fabian
et al. (2001); Böhringer et al. (2001) failed to find the expected properties, Narayan and
Medvedev (2001) propose that galaxy clusters must have a source of heating in order to
replace the lost through X-ray emission. Fabian (1994) ruled out the presence of material
with star formation and temperatures below 1/3rd−1/4th of the cluster virial temperature.
This result was in contrast with hydrodynamic simulations and Narayan and Medvedev
(2001) proposed the addition of thermal conduction to solve this problem.
Such theory was verified by one of the first Gadget simulations with thermal conduc-
tion by Dolag et al. (2004). As proposed by Zakamska and Narayan (2003), the thermal
conduction ~Q is proportional to the temperature gradient
~Q = −k∇T,
where k is the so called conduction coefficient. This leads to a change in internal energy
because of the relation
∇ · ~Q = −ρdu
dt,
which relates an internal energy loss (−ρdu/dt), with a heat flux.
The thermal conduction is effectively an algorithm to solve a matrix inversion problem,
where the matrix has a number of rows as the number of particles. However, given the
computational cost of the matrix inversion > O(N2), a perfect matrix inversion is not
feasible. Gadget implementation uses an iterative approximation method with very good
convergence properties (see Arth et al., 2014, for more details). Each thermal conduction
iteration contains a gadget tree walk (with its neighbour searched and communications, as
described in Section 1.8.1) for each inverse matrix iteration.
1.8.6 Black holes growth and AGN feedback
Di Matteo et al. (2008) proposes a model where black holes are mapped in collisionless
particles that accrete mass from the surrounding mass from the immediate nearby gas
particles. When a Gadget FoF group is identified and the mass is larger than a pre-defined
threshold, a black hole particle is added in the centre of the halo. The centre for the seeding
is defined by the minimum of the gravitational potential generated by stellar particles.
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McConnell and Ma (2013) found a relationship between black hole mass Mbh and the
stellar mass of the hosting bulge M? of the form
Mbh
M
= 108.46
(
M?
1011M
)1.05
Hirschmann et al. (2013) proposes a model currently used in a version of Gadget3 used
in the Magneticum simulations where the seeding mass is lower than the one proposed in
the relationship of McConnell and Ma (2013). The reason of this mismatch is that the
simulated black hole is seeded instantaneously, and they reach the relation after a period
of accretion. To compensate for a light black hole mass, a black hole particle has two
masses, a “real mass” used to keep track of the accretion and a “dynamical mass” used to
computes gravitational interactions.
Since the region where a black hole accrete is under the spatial resolution of nowadays
simulations (that is of ≈ 0.5kpc), people use accretion models based on the Bondi-Hoyle-
Lyttleton model (Hoyle and Lyttleton, 1939; Bondi and Hoyle, 1944; Bondi, 1952). This
model assumes a spherically symmetric accretion of all particles that crosses the so called
Bondi-radius rA, defined as the radius of a test particle whose velocity v is the escape
velocity itself:
rA =
2GM
v2
,
and with the assumption of a spherical symmetric system, Hoyle and Lyttleton (1939)
computes an accretion rate Ṁ of
Ṁ = ρvπr2A =
4πG2M2ρ
v3
.
Bondi and Hoyle (1944) scale such this with a constant αHL = 1.25 that takes into
account the gas pressure that contrasts the gravitational collapse.
The AGN feedback is implemented so that the black hole release energy proportional
to its mass as prescribed by (Booth and Schaye, 2009), where the proportionality constant
is a feedback efficiency εf , and a proportionality constant εr ≈ 0.1, sothat
Ėfeedback = εfεrṀc
2.
The black hole module contains gadget tree walks (with its neighbour searched and
communications, as described in Section 1.8.1), performed over the active black hole par-
ticles.
1.8.7 Halo Finder
A widespread algorithm that finds halos in a cosmological simulation is the so called Friend
of Friend (FoF) algorithm (Davis et al., 1985). FoF is a percolation algorithm which links
particles together when their distance is less than a certain threshold, called linking length.
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Particles that can be reached walking the links are considered to be part of the same
halo. As a consequence particles are associated to only one halo. This algorithm has the
advantage of not requiring a prior hypothesis on halo shapes.
When studying galaxy formation and evolution, it is not only useful to save all particles
in a halo, but additionally some post-processed quantities as its virial mass and virial
radius.
A linking length of 0.2 times the mean inter-particle distance produce FoF halos that,
on average, have an over-density comparable to a overdensity of a virialised object in a
ΛCDM universe(see e.g. Jenkins et al., 2001).
The galaxy that lies at the centre of a given halo is called central galaxy. The central
galaxy of a halo is also usually the most massive galaxy inside the halo. Halos host more
galaxies and these are called satellite galaxy.
Satellite galaxies are hosted in sub halos. There exist various algorithms to find satellite
galaxies. A widely used algorithm is the so called SUBFIND (Springel et al., 2001b).
SUBFIND uses the results of FoF and search density peaks inside each halo previously
found by FoF. For each peak it searches the iso-densities surfaces containing saddle points.
SUBFIND defines the sub halo as the set of gravitationally bound particles inside the
volume delimited by these surfaces. Gadget3 used an improved version of the original
SUBFIND that takes into account baryons (Dolag et al., 2009).
SUBFIND density computation is very similar to the SPH smoothing length computa-
tion. Since this operation needs several iterations too, SUBFIND is a very computationally
expensive module with all the slow down due to the neighbour search as described in Sec-
tion 1.8.1.
1.8.8 Gadget3 bottlenecks
One of the main bottlenecks that uses most of the computing time in the standard Gadget3
implementation is the so called neighbour search. This process occurs when Gadget walks
its Barnes Hut tree in order to find neighbours of a particle (e.g. in the SPH computations).
I analysed the code with the profiling tool Scalasca (see Geimer et al., 2010, for details
about Scalasca). In Figure 2.1 (left table) I show the profiling results for the hydrodynamics
module, which is the most expensive in terms of execution time. The most time consuming
modules in Gadget3 are hydrodynamics, density and gravity and thermal conduction, as
they are all executed at each time step and they undergo the loop explained in Section 1.8.1.
There, neighbour recycling is not implemented in the gravity loop. The reason behind this
choice is that the gravity module implements a Tree-PM algorithm Bagla (2002). Unlike
in density and hydrodynamics, particles do not have a defined searching radius. In fact the
criterion whether or not a node of the tree must be opened takes into account the subtended
angle of this node by the particle. Also, for the way it is implemented in Gadget3, the
gravity module does not makes a clear distinction between the Neighbour Search and the
physics computations, making it difficult to modify the Neighbour Search without a major
rewriting of the module.
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Name Size n. part mdm mgas ε ε?
[Mpc/h] [M/h] [M/h] [kpc/h] [kpc/h]
Box4/uhr 48 2 · 5763 3.6 · 107 7.3 · 106 1.4 0.7
Box2b/hr 640 2 · 28803 6.9 · 108 1.4 · 108 3.75 2
Box0/mr 2688 2 · 453633 1.3 · 1010 2.6 · 109 10 5
Table 1.1: Individual setup of the three Magneticum simulations used in this work. The
columns contains respectively, the name, the linear size of the simulated volume, the total
number of particles, the mass of each dark matter particle, the initial mass of gas particles,
the gravitational softening length of both dark matter and gas, and the gravitational
softening length of star particles.
redshift 0 0.5 1 1.5 2
Min halos
M200[M]
Box4/uhr 3 · 1011 5257 5539 5717 5799 5716
Box2b/hr 2 · 1013 38355 33221 15219 6353 3416
Box0/mr 5 · 1014 18914 4790 116 13 1
Table 1.2: Number of minimum critical mass of extracted halos for all analysed simulations,
at every redshift with the number of extracted halos of the three Magneticum boxes used
in this work.
I devote Chapter 2 in showing a novel approach to speed up the neighbour search. In
this approach I group close-by particles together and perform a larger single neighbour
search for each set of particles.
1.9 Modern large cosmological hydrodynamic simula-
tions
Thanks to our effort to solve the Gadget bottlenecks (as described in detail in Chapter
2), it was possible to scale Gadget up to the whole SuperMUC machine and complete the
executing of Box0/mr and Box2b/hr (presented in Table 3.1).
1.9.1 Magneticum Simulations
The Magneticum simulations, (www.magneticum.org Biffi et al., 2013; Saro et al., 2014;
Steinborn et al., 2015; Dolag et al., 2016, 2015; Teklu et al., 2015; Steinborn et al., 2016;
Bocquet et al., 2016; Remus et al., 2017) is a set of simulations that follow the evolution
of overall up to 2 · 1011 particles of dark matter, gas, stars and black holes on cosmological
volumes. The simulations were performed with an extended version of the N−body/SPH
code P-Gadget3 which itself is the successor of the code P-Gadget2 (Springel et al., 2005b;
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Springel, 2005a).
The analyses of Magneticum haloes is done using Box0/mr (to follow the most massive
haloes), Box2b/hr (to follow haloes with a range of mass between 5 · 1014 − 8 · 1015M)
and Box4/uhr (to follow haloes with masses in the galaxy range, see Table 3.1). From
each simulation a snapshot at redshift z ≈ 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 is selected. In each snapshot,
only haloes with a number of dark matter particles greater than 104 are considered and
then there is a cut in the critical mass so that all objects within this cut are well resolved.
Table 3.2 shows the number of selected haloes per each box per each redshift.
The simulations assume a cosmological model in agreement with the WMAP7 results
(Komatsu et al., 2011, with total matter density parameter Ω0 = 0.272 and a baryon
fraction of 16.8% ). Hubble constant H0 = 70.4km/s/Mpc, index of the primordial power
spectrum n = 0.963 and a normalisation of the power spectrum corresponding to σ8 =
0.809.
1.9.2 Delivering large simulation data
Running, storing and analysing such simulations is a challenging task, both from a tech-
nical as well as from a collaborative point of view. Recent generations of HPC facilities
provided within initiatives like GAUSS4 or PRACE5 belong to the first generation of super-
computers which can perform cosmological, hydrodynamic simulations covering both the
required large volume and high resolution requirements. Here, the largest simulation per-
formed so far belongs to the Magneticum project6 and follows 2×45363 resolution elements
over the whole, cosmological evolution of the universe (Bocquet et al., 2016). Such simula-
tions model many more physical processes (star formation, cooling, winds, etc.) than the
typical dark-matter-only counterparts used currently in computational cosmology. These
simulations provide a larger set of complex data and can reach several hundreds of ter-
abytes of raw data. Such simulations are performed within large collaborative efforts and
results have to be shared with a broader scientific community. A guarantee for a deep
scientific impact means that such data are made easily accessible and ready to use within
the individual collaborating groups. It implies that data are stored on the HPC facilities
for long periods of time, with the possibility to post-process the full data. In addition, it
is important to make such data available to a large astrophysical community and allow the
scientists to apply analysis tools via standard interfaces.
In this respect, efforts have been done in the recent years in order to share data sets of
various kinds with the community. For instance,the Millennium Simulation Data Archive7
(Lemson and Virgo Consortium, 2006) is a pioneering work in this field. With the Millen-
nium Simulation Data Archive, the user is able to compose SQL queries over substructure
and merger-tree data in order to extract haloes and galaxies from the Millennium Sim-
4https://gauss-allianz.de/
5http://www.prace-ri.eu/
6http://www.magneticum.org
7http://wwwmpa.mpa-garching.mpg.de/Millennium/
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ulation. Users can also download the raw data files. The Cosmosim.org project8 allows
users to compose additional queries over the list of particles and various post processed
quantities (grid cells of density field). The Illustris Galaxies Observatory9 provides an
application programming interface (API)
1.10 Overview of this thesis
Improving the performance of numerical algorithms and re-thinking them in a parallel
fashion is nowadays fundamental in order to run the next generation of cosmological sim-
ulations. Chapter 2 presents the solution to one of the main bottlenecks within the code
for cosmological simulations Gadget 3. One of the bottlenecks is in the so-called neighbour
search, where the tree algorithm in Gadget was spending more time in walking the tree
than in computing physical quantities. Improvements like this were added in the latest
Magneticum/Box0/mr simulation(see e.g. Bocquet et al., 2016) that were able to catch next
years All-sky X-ray surveys such as eROSITA(see e.g. Hofmann et al., 2017) will find up
to 105 AGNs. Chapter 3 presents some analyses of properties of three of the Magneticum
simulations that combined together, can be used to compare some properties of observed
and simulated galaxy clusters over 4− 5 orders of magnitude in mass. Given such a large
amount of simulated objects in modern cosmological simulations, this rised the problem of
opening and sharing the data access: simulation results are stored over several hundreds of
TB of data, and this gives two major challenges: data must be stored in super-computing
center that cannot give public access to the storage, additionally most scientists lack basic
knowledge of high-performing computing and it would be impossible for them to efficiently
look up data in order to find interesting objects. Chapter 4 presents how to overcome these
challenges, with a publicly-open web portal that lets users efficiently query a database of
simulation results in order to find interesting objects; additionally, it lets the users of the
web portals run pre-defined jobs on simulated objects without the need of credentials in
the super computer. Since some modern super computers have GPU systems, in Chapter
5 I discuss what prevents Gadget to fully exploit SIMT and SIMD parallelism and present
a way of porting Gadget on such architectures. I finally draw our conclusions and future
prospects in Chapter 6.
8https://www.cosmosim.org/
9http://www.illustris-project.org/galaxy obs/
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Chapter 2
Exploiting the Space Filling Curve
Ordering of Particles in the
Neighbour Search of Gadget3
The content of this chapter has been published in Ragagnin et al. (2016)
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Gadget3 is nowadays one of the most frequently used high performing parallel codes for
cosmological Hydrodynamic simulations. Recent analyses have shown that the Neighbour
Search process of Gadget3 is one of the most time-consuming parts. Thus, a considerable
speedup can be expected from improvements of the underlying algorithms.
In this work we propose a novel approach for speeding up the Neighbour Search which
takes advantage of the space-filling-curve particle ordering. Instead of performing Neigh-
bour Search for all particles individually, nearby active particles can be grouped and one
single Neighbour Search can be performed to obtain a common super set of neighbours.
Thus, with this approach we reduce the number of searches. On the other hand, tree
walks are performed within a larger searching radius. There is an optimal size of grouping
that maximise the speedup, which we found by numerical experiments.
We tested the algorithm within the boxes of the Magneticum large scale simulation
project. As a result we obtained a speedup of 1.65 in the Density and of 1.30 in the
Hydrodynamics computation, respectively, and a total speedup of 1.34.
2.1 Neighbour Search in Gadget3
Simulations of gravitational or electromagnetic interactions deal with potentials having,
ideally, an infinite range. There are several known techniques (e.g. Barnes-Hut Barnes
and Hut (1986b), Fast Multipole ExpansionGreengard and Rokhlin (1997)) that can deal
with this problem. These techniques subdivide the interaction in short-range and long-
range interactions. The Long-range interactions are resolved by subdividing the simulated
volume in cubes, and assigning to each of them a multipole expansion of the potential. The
short-range potential is usually evaluated directly. This leads to the problem of efficiently
finding neighbours for a given target particle, within a given searching radius. Finding
neighbours by looping over all particles in memory is only suitable when dealing with a
limited number of particles. Short-distance neighbour finding can be easily implemented
by a Linked-Cell approach. Since long-distance computation is implemented subdividing
the volume in a tree (an octree if the space is three-dimensional), this tree structure is
commonly used for short-distance computations too. This is also a more generic approach,
since Linked-Cell is more suitable for homogeneous particle distributions.
2.1.1 Impact of the Neighbour Search in the Performance
Tree algorithms are suitable for studying a wide range of astrophysical phenomena Hern-
quist (1987); Warren and Salmon (1995). To perform the Neighbour Search in Gadget3,
an octree is used to divide the three dimensional space. Further optimisation is obtained
by ordering the particles according to a space-filling curve. In particular, Gadget3 uses
the Hilbert space-filling curve to perform the domain decomposition and to distribute the
work among the different processors.
We analysed the code with the profiling tool Scalasca Geimer et al. (2010). In Figure
2.1 (left table) we show the profiling results for the Hydrodynamics module, which is the
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Hydrodynamics Routines Time [s]
First Phase 3.21 · 105
First Phase Neighbour Search 1.89 · 105
Second Phase 9.81 · 104
First Phase Neighbour Search 7.36 · 104
Summary Hydrodynamics Time [s]
Physics 1.55 · 105
Neighbour Search 2.63 · 105
Communication 7.17 · 104
Figure 2.1: Left: Scalasca timing of the most expensive routines of the Hydrodynamics
module in Gadget3. Right: Aggregate timing of the Hydrodynamics parts.
most expensive in terms of time.
The Hydrodynamics module is called once every time step. It calls the First Phase
and the Second Phase routines multiple times. While the First Phase updates the physical
properties of local particles, the Second Phase deals with external particles with neighbours
in the current MPI process. Particles are processed in chunks because of limited exporting
buffers, so the number of times those functions are called depends on the buffer and data
sizes. Between the First Phase and Second Phase calls there are MPI communications
that send guest particles to others MPI processes. First Phase and Second Phase routines
are the most expensive calls inside Hydrodynamics, Density and Gravity. Both the First
Phase and the Second Phase perform a Neighbour Search for every active particle.
In Figure 2.1 (right table), the Hydrodynamics part has been split into three logical
groups: Physics, Neighbour Search and Communication. Communication between MPI
processes has been estimated a posteriori as the difference between the time spent in
Hydrodynamics and the sum of the time spent in the First Phase and Second Phase.
This is well justified because no communications between MPI processes are implemented
inside First Phase and Second Phase. The time spent in Physics has been computed as
the difference between the First (or Second) Phase and the Neighbour Search CPU time.
From this profiling, it turns out that for the Hydrodynamics module, Communication and
Physics take less time than the Neighbour Search. This was already suggested by a recent
profiling V. Karakasis et al.. Both results highlight the interest in speeding-up the Gadget3
Neighbour Search.
The three most time consuming modules in Gadget3 are Hydrodynamics, Density and
Gravity. In this work we only improved Density and Hydrodynamics modules. There
are two main reasons for excluding the Gravity module from this improvement. First,
Gravity module implements a Tree-PM algorithm (see e.g. Verlet, 1967). In the Verlet-
List approach, a super set of neighbours is associated to each particle which is used within
multiple time steps. In our approach we associate a super set of neighbours to multiple
particles, within a single time step. This technique takes into account that two target
particles which are close together will also share part of the neighbours.
Neighbour Recycling groups can be built by using the underlying octree structure. Each
group can be defined as the set of leaves inside nodes which are of a certain tree depth.
Then, a super set of neighbours is built by searching all particles close to that mentioned
node. For each previously grouped particle, this super set of neighbours is finally refined.
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An advantage of this technique is that the number of tree walks is reduced, though at the
expense of a larger searching radius.
The level of the tree at which the algorithm will group particles determines both the
number of tree walks and the size of the super set of neighbours. This super set must be
refined to find the true neighbours of a particle. Thus, increasing its size will lead to a
more expensive refinement.
2.1.2 Implementation of Neighbour Recycling using a Space Fill-
ing Curve
Many parallel codes for numerical simulations order their particles by a space-filling curve,
mainly because this supports the domain decomposition (Bungartz et al., 2010; Gibbon
et al., 2005; Liu and Bhatt, 2000). In this work we will benefit from the presence of a
space-filling curve to implement a Neighbour Recycling algorithm. Due to the nature of
space-filling curves, particles processed consecutively are also close by in space. Those
particles will then share neighbours.
Given a simulation for N particles, our algorithm proceeds as follows. A new group
of particles is created, and the first particle is inserted into it. A while loop over the
remaining particles is executed. As long as these particles are closer than a given distance
R to the first particle of the group, they are added to the same set of grouped particles.
Once a particle is found, which is farther than R, the group is closed and a new group
is created with this particle as first element. The loop above mentioned is repeated until
there are no more particles. We call Ngroup the number of particles in a given group; hi
the searching radius of the i-th particle of the group. Then, a super set of neighbours is
obtained by searching the neighbours of the first particle of the group, within a radius of
R + max(hi). This radius ensure that all neighbours of all grouped particles are included
in the searching sphere. For each grouped particle, the super set of neighbours is refined
to its real list of neighbours. The refined list of neighbours is then used to compute the
actual physics quantities of the target particle. Thus, the number of tree walks is reduced
by a factor equal to the average number of particles in a group, 〈Ngroup〉.
It is clear that a too low value of R will group too few particles and lead to 〈Ngroup〉 ' 1,
thus leading to no noticeable performance increase. On the other hand, if R is too large,
the super set of neighbours will be too large with respect to the real number of neighbours,
producing too much overhead.
2.1.3 Adaptive Neighbour Recycling
In typical cosmological hydrodynamic simulations performed by Gadget3, a fixed R will
group less particles in low-density regions and more particles in high density regions. There-
fore a more reasonable approach is to reset R before every Neighbour Search and choose
it as a fraction of the searching radius hi, which itself is proportional to the local density.
In this way, low density regions will have a larger R than high density regions. This is
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obtained by imposing the following relation between R and the searching radius h of the
grouped particles:
R = f · h0,
where f is a constant defined at the beginning of the simulation.
In a typical Gadget3 simulation, the number of particles Nngb within the searching
radius hi is a fixed quantity. Locally it varies only within a few percent. In the approx-
imation that every particle has the same number of neighbours Nngb, we can write it as
Nngb = 4πρh
3
i /3, where ρ is the local number density. Furthermore, if the grouping radius
is small enough, the density does not vary too much and we can set hi = h. With those
two approximations, the super set of neighbours is Ncandidates = 4πρ(R + h)
3/3 and the
number of particles in a group is Ngroup = 4πρR
3/3. Combining those relations we obtain
the following relation:
f =
(
Ncandidates
Nngb
) 1
3
− 1 =
(
Ngroup
Nngb
) 1
3
(2.1)
2.1.4 Side Effects of Neighbour Recycling
The Neighbour Recycling algorithm will increase the communication. Because tree walks
are performed within a larger radius, the number of opened nodes increases. As a direct
consequence, nodes of the tree belonging to other MPI processes will be opened more times
than the original version. In the standard approach, the export buffer is filled only with
particles whose searching sphere intersect that node. Since the new approach walks the
tree for a group of particles, all particles belonging to the group are added to the export
buffer. This leads to a greater amount of communications.
2.2 Speedup of the Recycling Neighbours Approach
on Gadget3
We now investigate quantitatively how the new algorithm affected the performances of the
code with respect to the old version. To show in details the effect of this new algorithm,
we gradually implemented it in various parts of Gadget3 seeing the partial speedups. First
we added the Neighbour Recycling in the First Phase of the Density computations. Then
it has been added on both phases of Density computation, and finally it has been added
in both the Hydrodynamics and Density computations.
2.2.1 The Test Case
We test the algorithm in a cosmological hydrodynamic environment. We use initial con-
ditions from the Magneticum project (www.magneticum.org, Biffi et al., 2013; Saro et al.,
2014; Steinborn et al., 2015; Dolag et al., 2016, 2015; Teklu et al., 2015; Steinborn et al.,
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Figure 2.2: Left panel: every bin contains the number of Neighbour Search calls performed
in that bin. Right panel: every bin contains the CPU time spent by the Neighbour Search.
In both panels the orange (dark) histogram represents the standard version, light blue
(light) histogram represents the modified version.
2016; Bocquet et al., 2016; Remus et al., 2017). To test our algorithm we chosen the simu-
lation box5hr. This setup has a box size of 18 Mpc/h and 2 ·813 particles. The simulation
run on 8 MPI processes, each with 2 threads. The average number of neighbours is set to
〈Nngb〉 = 291.
We have chosen a value of f = 0.5. Using Equation 2.1, we obtain 〈Ncandidates〉 =
3.375〈Nngb〉. This means that a Tree Walk will now search for 3.375 more particles compared
to the old of Gadget3. On the other hand such a high theoretical number of particles in
a group will definitively justify the overhead of the Neighbour Recycling. In fact it is
inversely proportional to the number of times the tree walk is executed. Still, such a low
ratio between the size of superset of neighbours and the true number of neighbours will
not produce a noticeable overhead in the refining of the superset of neighbours.
2.2.2 Results
The algorithm has been first implemented in the first phase of Density module computation
of Gadget3. Figure 2.2 (left panel) shows the number of Neighbour Search calls performed
during the simulation. The Neighbour Recycling version of the code has roughly the same
amount of searches throughout the whole simulation, whereas the old version has a huge
peak of Neighbour Search calls around a simulation time of 0.4. There, the number of
Neighbour Search calls from the standard to the modified version, drops of a factor of 10.
Theoretically, if all particles within the same sphere were put into the same group,
the number of Neighbour Search calls should drop by a factor of 〈Ngroup〉 ' 230. There
may be two main reasons why this value is not reached: some time steps do not involve all
particles, thus the density of active particles is lower than the density of all particles (which
is used to calibrate the radius of the grouping sphere); moreover, the space-filling-curve
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Figure 2.3: Left panel: every bin contains the time spent in executing the Density module.
The orange (dark) histogram represents the standard version, light blue (light) histogram
represents the modified version. Right panel: speedup of the modified version with respect
to the standard version, as a function of the simulation time.
Figure 2.4: Wall time (in seconds) as a function of the simulation time for different runs:
standard version and the new version with f = 0.45, 0.50, 0.55. Left panel: Density com-
putation timings. Right panel: Hydrodynamics computation timings.
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ordering will lead to particles outside the grouping sphere before the sphere is completely
filled. Those two effects contribute in reducing the number of particles within a grouping
sphere, thus increasing the number of Neighbour Search calls.
Figure 2.2 (right panel) shows the time (in seconds) spent to execute tree walks before
and after the modification. Because the simulation runs on a multi core and using multiple
threads, the total time corresponds to the sum of CPU times of all threads. This plot
shows a speedup that reaches the order of 10 when the simulation time is approximately
0.4. Although the average time of a single Neighbour Search is supposed to be higher, the
total time spent for doing the Neighbour Search in the new version is smaller.
The time spent in the density module is shown in Figure 2.3 (left panel). Here the
Neighbour Recycling is implemented in both the first and the second phases of the density
computation. Unlike previous plots, in this plot the time is the cumulative wall time
spent by the code. As already pointed out, this new version increases the communications
between MPI processes. The density module also has very expensive physics computations.
The maximum speedup on the whole density module is larger than a factor of 2.
Figure 2.5 shows the projected gas distribution in three different phases of the simu-
lation. At the beginning of the simulation gas is distributed homogeneously; this means
that the majority of particles are in the same level of the tree. In the middle panel, voids
and clusters can be seen. Particles in clusters require smaller time steps, and thus a larger
number of Neighbour Search calls. This is in agreement with the peak of Neighbour Search
calls around a simulation time of 0.4 in Figure 2.3. This explains why density computations
became more intensive for a value of the simulation time greater than 0.4 (see Figure 2.4).
Now we check the impact of the Neighbour Recycling on the whole simulation. Figure
2.3 (right panel) shows the speedup obtained by implementing the Neighbour Recycling
in both the Density and Hydrodynamics module (the two numerically most expensive
modules). The total speedup reaches a peak of 2.2.
In Figure 2.4 (left panel), using the new approach we see a total cumulative execution
time of the Density module of 1.0 · 104s, while the standard version has 1.7 · 104s, which
correspond to a speedup of 1.64. Figure 2.4 (right panel) shows the same for the Hydro-
dynamics module. The old version spent a cumulative time of 6.0 · 103s, whereas the new
version has 4.6 · 103s. Leading to a speedup in the hydrodynamics of 1.30. The Hydrody-
namics module achieved a speedup of 1.30. Besides the Density module, a speedup can be
seen also at the beginning of the simulation.
Figure 2.4 shows the wall time of the simulation when varying the parameter f. Since
we do not knew a priori which value of f will have maximised the speedup, we found it
by numerical experiments. We tried several values of it; values of f near zero gives no
speedup, while values of f much greater than one slow down the whole simulation. In
Figure 2.4 there are the timings for the setups with f = 0.45, 0.50, 0.55. The maximum
speedup is obtained for f = 0.50 in both the Density and Hydrodynamics computations.
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Figure 2.5: Gas distribution of the cosmological simulation box5hr. Left panel shows the
gas distribution of nearly the initial conditions of the simulation; central panel at the middle
of the simulation, where clusters start forming; right panel at the end of the simulation.
The simulation contains also Dark Matter and stars that have been removed from those
plots.
2.3 Conclusions
We developed and implemented a way to recycle neighbours to accelerate the Neighbour
Search in order to fasten Gadget3. Our technique should work, in principle, for any N-Body
code with a space-filling-curve ordering of particles.
This technique groups particles that will be processed one after the other and that are
close enough, and makes a single neighbour search for them . We presented a version of the
algorithm that scales the grouping radius with the local density. This version depends on
a constant factor f. We found the value of f that gives the maximum speedup. In case of
the simulation box5hr of the Magneticum project, corresponds to one half of the searching
radius of the single particles. This radius, of course, depends on the way particles are
grouped together. In this approach we opted for a grouping that depends on the distance
from the first particle of the group. This decision is arbitrary and dictated by the simplicity
of the implementation.
This configuration leads to a speedup of the density computation of 1.64, which is
known to be one of the most expensive modules in Gadget3. Implementing this technique
in the hydro-force computation too gives a speedup of the whole simulation of 1.34.
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Chapter 3
The dependency of halo
concentration on mass, redshift and
fossilness in Magneticum
hydrodynamic simulations
The content of this chapter has been submitted to MNRAS, see Ragagnin et al. (2018).
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3. The dependency of halo concentration on mass, redshift and fossilness in
Magneticum hydrodynamic simulations
In the first part of this paper we study the dependency of the concentration on mass and
redshift using three large N-body cosmological hydrodynamic simulations from the Mag-
neticum project. We find a negative trend on the mass-concentration plane and a slightly
negative redshift dependency between the concentration and redshift, in agreement with
observations and other numerical works. We constrain the slope of the mass concentra-
tion quantity with an unprecedented mass range for hydrodynamic simulations. In the
second part of this paper we investigate the origin of the large scatter of concentration
by including in the fit also the fossil parameter, defined as the stellar mass ratio between
the central galaxy and the most massive satellite. We study in detail the correlation
between concentration and fossilness by following their evolution in haloes that undergo
major merging and in objects without activity. We find that the internal region keeps
eating satellites and this causes both an increase of the fossil parameter and a slow but
steady decrease of the scale radius, which increases the concentration. Finally, we study
the dependency of the concentration on the virial ratio including the energy term from
the surface pressure (Es). We find that the relation between concentration, fossilness and
Es is due to the existing relation between Es and the halo accretion rate. In Section 3.2
we fit the concentration as a function of mass and redshift and compare our results with
other observational and theoretical works. In Section 3.3 we define the fossilness parameter
and show how it increases as the central galaxy of the halo accretes mass and how both
the concentration and the fossil parameter change during merging events. We then fit
the concentration as a function of the fossilness. In Section 3.4 we discuss the connection
between the concentration and the virial ratio, the energy term from the surface pressure
and the fossil parameter of the Magneticum clusters on both dark-matter only runs and
runs with baryon physics.
In this work we analyse the concentration of haloes of the Magneticum project suite
of simulations (Dolag et al., 2015, 2016). The Magneticum project produced a number
of hydrodynamic simulations with different resolutions and ran over different volumes
including also dark matter runs. The selection of haloes is discussed in Section 3.1.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 3.2 we fit the concentration as a function
of mass and redshift and compare our results with other observational and theoretical
works. In Section 3.3 we define the fossilness parameter and show how it increases as the
central galaxy of the halo accretes mass and how both the concentration and the fossil
parameter change during merging events. We then fit the concentration as a function of
the fossilness. In Section 3.4 we discuss the connection between the concentration and
the virial ratio, the energy term from the surface pressure and the fossil parameter.We
summarise our conclusions in Section 3.5.
3.1 Numerical Simulations
The Magneticum simulations (www.magneticum.org, Biffi et al., 2013; Saro et al., 2014;
Steinborn et al., 2015; Dolag et al., 2016, 2015; Teklu et al., 2015; Steinborn et al., 2016;
Bocquet et al., 2016; Remus et al., 2017) is a set of simulations that follow the evolution
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Table 3.1: Individual setup of the three Magneticum simulations used in this work. The
columns contain the name, the box size, the total number of particles, the mass of each
dark matter particle, the initial mass of gas particles, the gravitational softening length of
both dark matter and gas ε, and the gravitational softening length of star particles ε?
respectively.
Simulation
Name Size n. part mdm mgas ε ε?
[Mpc/h] [M/h] [M/h] [kpc/h] [kpc/h]
Box4/uhr 48 2 · 5763 3.6 · 107 7.3 · 106 1.4 0.7
Box2b/hr 640 2 · 28803 6.9 · 108 1.4 · 108 3.75 2
Box0/mr 2688 2 · 45363 1.3 · 1010 2.6 · 109 10 5
Table 3.2: Number of haloes in each snapshot, that have M200 higher than minimum mass
for resolved haloes ( corresponding to at least 104 particles).
redshift 0 0.5 1 1.5 2
Simulation Min M200 Max M200 (z = 0) n. haloes
[M/h] [M/h]
Box4/uhr 1.3 · 1011 1.3 · 1014 1845 1775 1934 1839 1782
Box2b/hr 4 · 1012 1.8 · 1015 156110 146339 99669 63542 48925
Box0/mr 8 · 1013 3.8 · 1015 329648 140560 21274 7792 1112
of overall up to 2 · 1011 particles of dark matter, gas, stars and black holes on cosmological
volumes. The simulations were performed with an extended version of the N−body/SPH
code P-Gadget3 which itself is the successor of the code P-Gadget2 (Springel et al., 2005b;
Springel, 2005a). P-Gadget3 uses an improved Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)
solver for the hydrodynamics evolution of gas particles presented in Beck et al. (2016).
Springel et al. (2005a) describe the treatment of radiative cooling, heating, ultraviolet
(UV) back-ground, star formation and stellar feedback processes. Cooling follows 11 chemi-
cal elements (H,He,C,N,O,Ne,Mg, Si, S, Ca, Fe) using the publicly available CLOUDY
photo-ionisation code (Ferland et al., 1998) while Fabjan et al. (2010); Hirschmann et al.
(2014) describe prescriptions for black hole growth and for feedback from AGNs .
Galaxy haloes are identified using a friend-of-friend (FoF) algorithm and sub-haloes are
identified using a version of SUBFIND (Springel et al., 2001a), adapted by Dolag et al.
(2009) to include the baryon component.
The simulations assume a cosmological model in agreement with the WMAP7 results
(Komatsu et al., 2011), with total matter density parameter Ω0,m = 0.272, a baryonic
fraction of 16.8%, Hubble constant H0 = 70.4 km/s/Mpc, index of the primordial power
spectrum n = 0.963 and a normalisation of the power spectrum corresponding to σ8 =
0.809.
In particular, we use three of the Magneticum simulations presented in Table 3.1. We
use Box0/mr to follow the most massive haloes, Box2b/hr to follow haloes within an
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Table 3.3: Fit parameters of c200(M200) as a power law of the halo mass as in Equation 3.1
for each redshift bin.
redshift A B
z = 0 6.25± 0.07 −0.121± 0.004
z = 0.5 5.79± 0.07 −0.122± 0.004
z = 1 5.26± 0.08 −0.123± 0.007
z = 1.5 5.36± 0.07 −0.117± 0.006
z = 2 5.37± 0.07 −0.097± 0.006
z = 0− 2 5.74± 0.07 −0.104± 0.004
intermediate mass range and Box4/uhr to follow haloes with masses in the galaxy range.
From each simulation we selected snapshots nearest to redshifts z ≈ 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2. In
each snapshot we chose only haloes with a number of dark matter particles greater than
104 and then apply a cut in the critical mass so that all objects within this cut are well
resolved. Table 3.2 lists the number of selected haloes, for each simulation and redshift,
that match this mass-cut criterion.
3.2 The dependency of concentration on mass and
redshift
For all selected Magneticum haloes in Table 3.2, we fit the concentration as a function of
mass, using the following functional form:
c200 = A ·
(
M200
1013M
)B
. (3.1)
We performed the fit for various redshift bins z = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 and over the whole range
z = 0 − 2. The fit was performed using the average concentration computed in 20 loga-
rithmic mass bins that span the whole mass range. The pivot mass 1013M is the median
mass of all selected haloes.
When we extract all haloes in a mass range over different snapshots from a simulation,
it happens that most haloes at high redshift will be re-selected at lower redshift. We
argue that this does not introduce a bias in the selection: in fact, the time between the
two snapshots is longer than the dynamical time of the halo, ensuring that there is no
correlation between the dynamical states of the two objects after such a long period of
time.
Table 3.3 shows the fit parameters and their errors that are given by the cross-correlation
matrix. The concentration at 1014M evolves very weakly with redshift. In order to
confirm this, for all selected haloes presented in Table 3.2, we also performed a fit of the
halo concentration as a power law of mass and redshift using the relation
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c200 = A ·
(
M200
1013M
)B (
1.47
1 + z
)C
. (3.2)
The fit was made on the average concentration of the haloes binned by the 5 redshift
bins on the same mass bins as before and for the redshift dependency we use the median
redshift value of 1.47 as pivot. The fit, performed over all objects gives:
A =6.02± 0.04
B =− 0.12± 0.01
C =0.16± 0.01
(3.3)
We can see that the redshift dependency, represented by the parameter C, is low al-
though it differs from zero.
Figure 3.1 shows the mass-concentration plane of Magneticum haloes, where different
panels display data at different redshifts. Over-plotted are the fit relations for c200 ∝MB200
and c200 ∝MB200 · (1 + z)−C .
Table 3.2 reports a review of the slope values of the mass-concentration plane found on
both theoretical and observational works. Figure 3.2 shows a plot of the same data. When
the slope of the mass-concentration relation had an uncertainty smaller than few percents,
we extrapolated the value of the concentration at the mass of 1014M using h = 0.704.
Bullock et al. (2001) present one of the first analytical and numerical work on con-
centration in simulations. They predicted the concentration within the virial radius, that
in this work has been converted to a concentration over R200. Although their simula-
tions were performed with a relatively low resolution, their concentration extrapolated at
1014M is within the scatter of present days studies. Neto et al. (2007) employ the first
very large dark matter-only N-body cosmological simulation, the Millennium simulation,
see Springel (2005a) where they constrain the mass-concentration dependency accurately
over several orders of magnitudes in mass for dark matter only runs.
Pratt and Arnaud (2005) use X-ray data from XMM-Newton, Mandelbaum et al.
(2008); Shan et al. (2017) use lensing from SDSS images, while Covone et al. (2014);
Mantz et al. (2016); Groener et al. (2016); Covone et al. (2014); Umetsu et al. (2016) com-
bine both lensing and X-ray reconstruction techniques to find the concentration of the dark
matter component of haloes. Observations with X-ray data have usually high uncertainties
and need to make assumptions on the dependency between the baryon and the dark matter
profiles, producing data with large uncertainties. The low mass regime of the plot shows
observations of galaxies from the DiskMass survey from Martinsson et al. (2013). Points
from the DiskMass survey cover a very large range of concentration values for low massive
haloes, in contrast with simulations. Correa et al. (2015) adopted a semi-analytical model
(SAM) that predicts concentration over 5 orders of magnitude. Groener et al. (2016) stack
all observational mass-concentration data found in literature and made a single fit from it.
Klypin et al. (2016) show the results of the MultiDark N-body simulation and produce a
lower concentration than Magneticum haloes. Meneghetti et al. (2014) present a numerical
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Figure 3.1: Mass-concentration relation for the well resolved haloes in the three Mag-
neticum simulations Box4/uhr, Box2b/hr and Box0/mr (dark points). Each simulation
covers three different mass ranges, respectively M200 > 3 · 1011M,M200 > 2 · 1013M and
M200 > 5 · 1014M . In each panel we show haloes of a different redshift bin, the median
of the concentration(blue curve), the locus containing 50% of points (shaded area), the
fit obtained with a c200(M200) fit as in Equation 3.1 and c200(M200, z) as in Equation 3.2
(dotted and solid lines, respectively).
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Figure 3.2: The mass-concentration relation. Grey points are haloes from the Magneticum
simulations (see Table 3.1) at z = 0. Black dashed line is the c200(M200) median for
Magneticum data points. Dashed lines are predictions from simulations and solid lines are
fit from observed concentrations, both at z = 0. Error bars are from observations from
dynamical mass analyses, with no redshift corrections. All mass conversions are made
assuming h = 0.704.
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work called MUSIC of CLASH where a number of simulated haloes have been chosen to
make mock observations for CLASH. Mantz et al. (2016) present results from observations
of relaxed haloes. These haloes have a higher concentration in agreement with theoretical
studies. The high mass regime of the plot shows results from observations from WINGS
(Biviano et al., 2017) and from CLASH (Merten et al., 2015). It must be taken into ac-
count that the galaxies from the DiskMass survey are a restricted sub-sample of a very
large initial sample. Those galaxies have been chosen so that it is possible to compute the
concentration. This may have introduced a significant bias in the concentration estimate.
Merten et al. (2015); Biviano et al. (2017); Pratt and Arnaud (2005); Martinsson et al.
(2013) compute halo properties using dynamical analyses which have larger uncertainties.
Magneticum low-mass haloes have comparatively lower concentration than dark mat-
ter only simulations. This is in agreement with other studies that show a lowering of
concentration for low-mass haloes when AGN feedback is active (see Duffy et al., 2010).
3.3 Concentration and fossil parameter
The previous section showed how the concentration can span over an order of magnitude
on both observational and theoretical works. In this section we show how the scatter is
partially related to “how much” a halo is fossil. We first define a fossilness parameter and
then study the evolution over time of both the fossilness and the concentration in some
special objects.
Pratt et al. (2016); Kundert et al. (2015); Khosroshahi et al. (2006); Humphrey et al.
(2012, 2011); Buote (2017) show how fossil objects have a higher concentration than the
average. More generally, simulations found that dynamically relaxed haloes have a higher
concentration (see e.g. Klypin et al., 2016).
A fossil object has been defined by Voevodkin et al. (2010) as having a difference in
magnitude in the R band ∆mR ≥ 1.7 between the most luminous object and the second
most luminous object within a distance of 1
2
R200 from the centre.
In our theoretical work we adapt the definition of the fossil parameter by quantifying
it as the stellar mass ratio between central galaxy and most massive satellite:
fossilness =
M?,central
max {M?,satellite}
. (3.4)
We also extended the search of all satellites to R200 (instead of
1
2
R200 proposed by
Voevodkin et al. (2010)) because we consider objects outside R200 not to contribute to the
dynamical state.
We convert the observed magnitude difference to a fossil parameter by assuming a
constant ratio between galaxy masses and luminosities,
fossilness = 10∆mR/2.5. (3.5)
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Figure 3.3: The evolution over time of two haloes (left and right panels) from Box0/mr:
M200, stellar mass of central galaxy, fossil parameter, R200 (in green) and rs in (blue) and
concentration from to to bottom. Both objects have been selected because they lived
unperturbed for most of their time and have no major mergers. As long as their central
galaxy eats satellites and keep accreting mass, the scale radius decreases and in turn,
decreases the concentration to decrease, thus the relationship between concentration and
fossilness.
This implies that the ∆mR ≥ 1.7 threshold defined in Voevodkin et al. (2010) corre-
sponds to a fossilness of
fossilness & 4.5. (3.6)
3.3.1 Concentration evolution in time
In order to understand what brought fossil objects such a high concentration, we followed
the evolution of concentration and fossilness for a number of objects in the simulation
Box/0mr. We present here two of the few most massive objects at z = 1.5 that lived almost
un-perturbed until the end of the simulation. They have more than 105 particles and a
final mass M200 ≈ 1015M. Figure 3.3 shows the evolution of halo mass, the stellar mass
of central galaxy, scale radius, halo radius, fossilness and concentration of these haloes.
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Figure 3.4: As for Figure 3.3 but for objects that have a single major merger in their
history.
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In these examples it is very easy to see that as long as their central galaxy eats satellites
and keeps accreting mass, the scale radius decreases and makes their concentration higher
and higher.
Additionally, in Figure 3.4 we show the evolution of two haloes that happen to have
only one major merger in their history. When a merger happens then the fossil parameter
drops because new massive satellites enter the system and the fossilness value decreases
(see Eq. 3.4). As already expected from previous theoretical studies (Neto et al., 2007) we
can see that the concentration goes down.
Neto et al. (2007) showed how the scatter in concentration can be partially described
by the formation time, in this subsection we showed how a shift in concentration caused
by a slow and steady increase of the concentration (led by a decrease of rs) brings future
fossil groups in the top region of the mass-concentration plane.
3.3.2 Concentration as a function of the fossil parameter
Figure 3.5 shows the Magneticum haloes concentration as a function of halo mass, colour
coded by fossilness. We also show observational data of fossil groups taken from Khos-
roshahi et al. (2006); Humphrey et al. (2011, 2012); Pratt et al. (2016); Buote (2017) and
haloes from Pratt and Arnaud (2005); Biviano et al. (2017); Bartalucci et al. (2018). Since
most observational data were provided in terms of R500 and c500, in this plot we show mass
and concentration computed using ∆ = 500 for all data points. Haloes from Biviano et al.
(2017) are colour coded by fossilness by converting the difference in magnitude to ratio of
luminosities.
Figure 3.6 shows the concentration distribution for various mass, redshift and colour
coded by fossilness bins. We can see that at each mass and redshift bin, the concentration
increases with the fossil parameter, while the spread decreases as the fossil parameter
increases.
There is a change in slope for very high value of the fossilness parameter so we modelled
the dependence of concentration with slopes (see Figure 3.7, with also the fit results):
c200 =A ·
(
M200
1013M
)B (
1.47
1 + z
)C
·
·
(
fossilness
F0
)D (
1 +
fossilness
F0
)E−D
.
(3.7)
The fit was performed with the binning technique as for the previous fits. Additionally,
the fossil parameter was binned over 20 logarithmic bins of fossilness > 1. In this case,
the exponent E maps the asymptotic exponent of c200 for high values of fossil parameters,
while D is the exponent for low values of the fossil parameter. The value of F0 in the fit
should should indicate where the two regimes of the fossilness slope starts to change.
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Figure 3.5: Mass-concentration plane. Mass and radius are computed using ∆500. Points
are from the Magneticum data and they are colour coded by fossil parameter ( defined
as the ratio between stellar masses of the central galaxy and the most massive satellite).
The colour saturates to black for the 10% outliers in concentration. Fossil objects from
Khosroshahi et al. (2006); Humphrey et al. (2011, 2012); Pratt et al. (2016); Buote (2017)
are coloured in black, haloes from Pratt and Arnaud (2005); Bartalucci et al. (2018);
Biviano et al. (2017) are coloured in grey. Data from Biviano et al. (2017) is divided
between high and low fossilness according to Equation 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of concentration for various fossilness values. Left panels contain
low mass haloes (M200 < 3 · 1013M) and right panels contain high mass haloes (M200 >
3 · 1013M) , while top row refers to low redshift haloes (z ≤ 0.5) and bottom row refers
to high redshift haloes (z > 0.5).
The fit gives the following results:
A =7.5± 0.1
B =− 0.1± 0.1
C =0.13± 0.01
D =0.40± 0.03
F0 =4.8± 0.7
E =− 0.015± 0.003
(3.8)
Figure 3.7 shows the fitting relation as well as the data for single haloes and their
median. For higher values it is necessary to use a double slope relation.
3.4 Virial ratio and concentration
In this section we study how the virial ratio of Magneticum haloes depend on the concen-
tration and fossilness.
The moment of inertia I of a collisionless fluid under a force given by its gravitational
potential Φ, obeys the time evolution equation:
1
2
d2I
dt
= 2K +W − Es,
where the kinetic energy K includes the internal energy of gas, W is the total potential
energy of the system and Es is the energy from the surface pressure P at the halo boundary:
Es =
∫
S
P (~r)r · d~S.
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Figure 3.7: Concentration vs. fossilness for Magneticum data. Over plotted are the median,
the concentration depending a double power law of the fossilness.
The pressure takes into account the pressure from the gas component.
A system at the equilibrium is supposed to have the so called virial ratio η = 1, where
η ≡ −2K − Es
W
.
For more details on how to compute these quantities and integrals see Chandrasekhar
(1961); Binney and Tremaine (2008); Cui et al. (2017).
Figure 3.8 (left panel) shows the ratio −2K/W versus the concentration for the haloes
in the Magneticum Box0/mr run while Figure 3.8 (right panel) shows η versus the concen-
tration. The median η is close to 0.9 and it is generally lower than the median of −2K/W.
Theoretical works as Klypin et al. (2016) found a lower virial ratio when considering the
term Es. From the figures we can see that there is a correlation between concentration and
−2K/W, while the correlation is much weaker if we add Es to the kinetic term.
Figure 3.9 shows the fossil parameter as a function of Es/W colour coded by the
concentration. Fossil objects have lower Es (accreting less material from outside) than other
clusters, thus their more external region has no activity (no in-fall or outfall of material).
This is also in agreement with Figure 3.3 where the evolution of fossil concentration is
dominated by their internal motions (central galaxy eats satellites).
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Figure 3.8: Virial ratio without (left panel) and with (right panel) the correction from the
pressure term, as a function of the concentration for the simulation Magneticum/Box0/mr.
Figure 3.9: Fossilness versus virial ratio for Magneticum/Box0/bao run, colour coded by
concentration (colour bar on the right). The colour saturates to black for the 10% outliers
in concentration.
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3.5 Conclusions
We used three cosmological hydrodynamic simulations from the Magneticum suite to cover
a mass range from 3·1011 to 6·1015M of well resolved clusters from redshift zero to redshift
2 and we computed the concentration for all well resolved haloes and fit it as a power law
of mass and redshift.
This is the first study of the mass-concentration relation in hydrodynamic simulations
covering several orders of magnitude in mass. For high massive clusters, we found a value
of the concentration and its dependency on mass and redshift is in agreement within the
large scatter already present in both observations and simulations.
An exception is made for the low mass regime, wherein the Magneticum simulation
concentration is systematically lower than concentration found in studies based on dark
matter only simulations. Such different behaviour is in agreement with studies of sim-
ulations with AGN feedback. They show how the effect of AGN feedback in low mass
haloes is capable of lowering the concentration up to a factor of ≈ 15% (see Figure 8 in
Duffy et al., 2010) by removing baryons from the inner region of the halo. Thanks to the
high mass regime of the Magneticum simulations we are able to capture this effect and its
disappearance as the halo mass increases.
In the second part of this work we discussed the origin of the large scatter of con-
centration in the mass-concentration plane by studying its dependency on the fossilness.
Fossil groups are supposed to have had a long period of inactivity and are known to have
a higher concentration (see e.g. Neto et al., 2007; Dutton and Macciò, 2014; Pratt et al.,
2016). Since we are working with hydrodynamic simulations, we were able to compute the
halo fossilness exploiting the stellar masses of galaxies (see Eq. 3.4) and to compare our
values to observations.
We showed that when a halo is left unperturbed, both fossilness and concentration
steadily and slowly grow with time. This is in contrast with more naive models where an
unperturbed halo keeps its concentration making it a mere function of its collapse time
(as in Bullock et al., 2001). Interestingly, we found that this change of concentration is
due to a decline of the scale radius. We also showed how the scale radius and fossilness
increase or decrease together when a major merger occurs (see Figure 3.4). From these
analyses, we found that those two effects drive the correlation between concentration and
fossil parameter.
Our findings are not in contrast with the fact that relaxed and fossil objects start with
a high concentration because of their early formation times, but we show how an additional
steady increase of the concentration pushes these objects in the very high region of the
mass-concentration plane.
The correlation between concentration and fossilness saturates after fossilness ≈ 20−
30 (see the plateau in Figure 3.7) and we provide a double power law fit parameters.
We then examined the concentration as a function of the virial ratio η = −(2K −
Es)/W and as a function of the energy from the surface pressure. We found a weak
dependency of the concentration on −(2K−Es)/W and very weak on the terms −2K/W
and Es. The difference between −2K/W and − (2K − Es) /W is higher for haloes with
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lower concentration. This implies that low concentration objects are accreting material
from the outside and it is in agreement with the idea that low-concentration haloes are not
relaxed. This is compatible with other theoretical works as Klypin et al. (2016).
In Figure 3.9 we showed how the fossil parameter, the concentration and Es are in-
terconnected. A large value of Es means that the cluster has a considerable amount of
in-falling material and this translates into a low concentration and low fossil parameter;
while a low value of Es (no in-falling material) can be related to both high and low con-
centrated clusters. Fossil objects have a lower value of Es indicating a a low accretion
rate.
Work has still to be done to study the relation between fossil parameter and other
quantities that are well known to be tied with the dynamical state of a system, for instance,
the difference between centre of mass and density peak position), or the velocity dispersion
deviation between the one inferred from the virial theorem. Additional work is also needed
in order to understand the connection between central galaxy eating and the redistribution
of the angular momentum within the halo, which in turn may give hints on the weak
dependency between concentration and spin parameter (as found by Macciò et al., 2008).
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This article describes a data centre hosting a web portal for accessing and sharing
the output of large, cosmological, hydro-dynamical simulations with a broad scientific
community. It also allows users to receive related scientific data products by directly
processing the raw simulation data on a remote computing cluster.
The data centre has a multi-layer structure: a web portal, a job control layer, a com-
puting cluster and a HPC storage system. The outer layer enables users to choose an
object from the simulations. Objects can be selected by visually inspecting 2D maps of the
simulation data, by performing highly compounded and elaborated queries or graphically
by plotting arbitrary combinations of properties. The user can run analysis tools on a
chosen object. These services allow users to run analysis tools on the raw simulation data.
The job control layer is responsible for handling and performing the analysis jobs, which
are executed on a computing cluster. The innermost layer is formed by a HPC storage
system which hosts the large, raw simulation data.
The following services are available for the users: (I) ClusterInspect visualizes prop-
erties of member galaxies of a selected galaxy cluster; (II) SimCut returns the raw data of
a sub-volume around a selected object from a simulation, containing all the original, hydro-
dynamical quantities; (III) Smac creates idealised 2D maps of various, physical quantities
and observables of a selected object; (IV) Phox generates virtual X-ray observations with
specifications of various current and upcoming instruments.
4.1 Introduction
Entering the so-called era of “precision cosmology” it becomes more and more clear that
a theoretical counterpart in the form of very complex, hydrodynamic cosmological simula-
tions is needed to interpret data from upcoming astronomical surveys and current instru-
ments like PLANCK, South Pole Telescope (SPT), PanStars, Dark Energy Survey (DES),
Euclid, LOFAR, eROSITA and many more. Such simulations follow the growth of galaxies
and their associated components (like stellar population and central black hole) with their
interplay with the large scale environment they are embedded in. Upcoming surveys will
map large volumes of the Universe as well as record the birth of the first structures, espe-
cially galaxies and even progenitors of massive galaxy clusters at high redshift. In fact, their
large potential of determining the nature of dark matter and dark energy comes from being
able to map the content and geometry of the Universe over most time in cosmic history.
For theoretical models this means that simulations have to cover comparable large volumes,
especially to host the rarest, most massive galaxy clusters expected to be the lighthouses
of structure formation detectable at high redshift. While the Universe makes its transition
from dark matter dominated to dark energy dominated (i.e. accelerated expansion), the
objects which form within it make their transition from young, dynamically active and
star formation-driven systems to more relaxed and near-equilibrium systems observed at
low redshifts. Those simulations study the internal evolution of clusters of galaxies with
respect to the evolution of the cosmological background. They will be essential to interpret
the outstanding discoveries expected from upcoming surveys.
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900 Mpc
Figure 4.1: A visualisation of a cosmological large scale structure of the Box2b/hr sim-
ulation from the Magneticum project. This map shows diffuse baryons at z = 0.2, colour
coded according to their temperature. The visualisation is centred on the most massive
galaxy cluster in this simulation.
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In this respect, efforts have been done in the recent years in order to share data sets
of various kinds with the community. For instance, the Millennium Simulation Data
Archive http://wwwmpa.mpa-garching.mpg.de/Millennium/ (Lemson and Virgo Consor-
tium, 2006) is a pioneering work in this field. With the Millennium Simulation Data
Archive, the user is able to compose SQL queries over substructure and merger-tree data
in order to extract haloes and galaxies from the Millennium Simulation.
Users can also download the raw data files. The Cosmosim.org project https://www.cosmosim.org/
allows users to compose additional queries over the list of particles and various post pro-
cessed quantities (grid cells of density field). The Illustris Galaxies Observatory http://www.illustris-
project.org/galaxy obs/ provides an application programming interface (API) where users
can filter galaxies and download particle data from the Illustris simulations. The Aus-
tralian Theoretical Virtual Observatory https://tao.asvo.org.au/tao/about/(Bernyk et al.,
2016) is an online virtual laboratory where users can compose queries and run services on
selected objects in the simulation, for instance producing mock observations or extracting
light cones.
Section 4.2 describes data of cosmological simulations and section 4.3 describes the
currently available infrastructure. In section 4.4 we describe how users can interact with
the web interface and thereby compose science-driven queries to select objects. Section 4.5
describes the services currently implemented in the system.
4.2 The Simulations
In this section we present the simulations made accessible by our data centre.
4.2.1 The Magneticum Project
The Magneticum simulations http://www.magneticum.org (see Biffi et al. (2013); Saro
et al. (2014); Hirschmann et al. (2014); Steinborn et al. (2015); Dolag et al. (2016, 2015);
Teklu et al. (2015); Steinborn et al. (2016); Bocquet et al. (2016); Remus et al. (2017)) follow
the evolution of up to 2×1011 particles in a series of cosmological boxes ranging in size from
(50Mpc)3 to (4Gpc)3. A visualisation of the second largest cosmological simulation can be
seen in Figure 4.1. These simulations were used to interpret Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) data
from PLANCK (Planck Collaboration et al., 2013) and SPT (McDonald et al., 2014) as
well as to predict cluster properties in X-rays for future missions such as Athena or Astro-H
(Biffi et al., 2013). The first mock observations for the eROSITA cluster working group and
the Athena+ white book were also produced based on these simulations. Other scientific
goals that were achieved with these simulations included studying the properties of the
intra cluster medium (ICM) in galaxy clusters (Dolag et al., 2016) as well as predicting the
multi wavelength properties of the Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) (Hirschmann et al., 2014;
Steinborn et al., 2015). The large dynamical range probed by the combination of resolution
levels and cosmological volumes also allowed us to calibrate the cosmological mass function
based on hydro-dynamical simulations to a level required by future cosmological probes
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(Bocquet et al., 2016). The detailed treatment of all relevant physical processes allowed us
to investigate dynamical properties of galaxies based on morphological classification (Teklu
et al., 2015; Remus et al., 2017) for the first time. A small subset of these simulations
also follows the evolution of magnetic fields.
The web portal currently allows the user to access a subset of the full Magneticum
simulation set. The data centre hosts up to 28 outputs of a medium size simulation
Box2/hr, which utilise 0.8 × 1010 particles, covering a volume of (500Mpc)3 as well as 11
outputs of a larger size simulation; Box2b/hr, which utilise 5 × 1010 particles, covering a
volume of (900Mpc)3. For each cluster contained in the simulated volumes, the web portal
shows to the user a set of pre-computed quantities. The set of pre-computed quantities
is chosen to let users select objects in categories (for example, fossils or compact objects)
that are widely studied.
4.2.2 The Metadata
Each galaxy cluster object has its metadata content, that is a list of properties associated
with it (e.g. mass within a certain radius). The metadata associated with each galaxy
cluster contain table which describes its galaxy members.
We extract a reduced subset of halos (made of galaxies, groups or clusters, depending
on the size and resolution of the underlying simulation) by applying a lower mass cut and
providing the relevant part of the available global properties as metadata for user queries
as shown in table 4.3. In addition, for each halo we also store a list of all member galaxies
(or satellites). For each of these galaxies/satellites we store some additional metadata as
shown in table 4.4, which can be used to further refine user queries.
We use Subfind (Springel et al., 2001a; Dolag et al., 2009) to define properties of
haloes and their sub-haloes. Subfind identifies substructures as locally over dense, gravi-
tationally bound groups of particles. Subfind starts with a halo list identified through the
Friends-of-Friends algorithm. For each halo and for each of its particles the local density is
estimated using adaptive kernel estimation with a prescribed number of smoothing neigh-
bours. Starting from isolated density peaks, additional particles are added in sequence of
decreasing density. When a sequence of particles contains a saddle point in the global den-
sity field that connects two disjoint over-dense regions, the smaller structure is treated as a
substructure candidate, followed by the merging of the two regions. All substructure can-
didates are subjected to an iterative unbinding procedure with a tree-based calculation of
the potential. These structures can then be associated with galaxy clusters, galaxy groups
and galaxies and their integrated properties (like gas mass, stellar mass or star-formation
rate) can be calculated.
4.2.3 Raw Simulation Data Layout
For the Magneticum project, we developed a specific output format for very large scale,
n-body, cosmological, hydrodynamic simulations. It employs a spatial space filling curve
to produce auxiliary data which allows a fast and direct access to spatial regions within the
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Figure 4.2: Wall clock time spent reading all data for the most massive galaxy cluster
from a snapshot as function of the total number of particles for increasing simulation size.
In black line there is the brute force approach by reading all data while the blue line is
the timing of the improved algorithm. The improved algorithm does a spatial selection of
the snapshot by use of key-index files. Those files allow to readout only the relevant part
of the snapshot files. The percentage at the individual data points indicate the fraction of
particles to be read compared to the overall particle number.
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output of smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) simulation. This indexing scheme was
extended to work with the multi-file and multi-component output of such SPH simulations.
To optimise the access to individual data, some files contains data regarding the content
and length of individual data blocks.
Figure 4.2 shows that the reading of all particles within the virial radius of the most
massive galaxy cluster in any of the simulations takes significantly less than 1 second. The
overhead to create and read the index list is negligible. The algorithm speeds up also the
Magneticum Box0/mr simulation post processing. This simulation utilises almost 2× 1011
particles and the information have to be filtered out of the individual snapshots, which for
one time instance occupy 20TB on disk. 4.8 shows in detail how the index list is stored.
4.3 Structure of the web portal
Figure 4.3 illustrates our multi-layer structure (the different layers are separated by a
dashed red line). Between those layers, data and processes flow over the web portal, the
database, the job control layer, the computing cluster (where the analysis tools are actually
executed), and the storage system (where the raw simulation data are stored). The need
for a separation between the web interface and the back end, arises from both the necessity
of users to run personalised jobs on raw data, managed by a job scheduler of the computing
cluster and the protection of the data from unauthorised access.
In 4.9 we show how to prepare data of a simulation in order to add it to the web portal.
4.3.1 Overview of the multi-layer architecture
The user selects a service from the web interface and this information is written into a
job database In our implementation we used PostgresSQL 9.4.6 for all the different
databases (which in our case is implemented as a separate independent instance). The
backend is triggered by the job database and will configure and submit jobs to a computing
cluster which will execute them. Once a job is added, a trigger in the database will make
the backend send the job to the computing cluster. Finally, the backend delivers the
according data products to the user via a download link which is valid for a limited time.
The computing cluster must have access to the HPC file system where the simulation data
are stored, however, it does not need to store the data locally.
Almost all parts are based on common packages and available libraries except the core of
the backend, which is a customised component tailored for the data flows and job requests
to the specific needs of the scientific software performing the data analysis.
4.3.2 The Web Portal
The outer layer of the diagram in Figure 4.3 is the web portal. The web portal consists of
two main parts, the web interface Our web server is built using the Python micro framework
Flask 0.11 and the simulations database. While this database hosts the metadata of all
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Figure 4.3: Schema summarising how the processes are distributed to different parts of the
existing infrastructure, and how the data flows are within the fully operational prototype
of the web portal.
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Figure 4.4: The four quadrants, centred on a merging cluster, report: the stellar com-
ponent (Stars, upper left), the ICM pressure (ComptonY, upper right), the ICM X-ray
emission (ICM, lower left) and the pressure fluctuations (Shocks, lower right).
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Figure 4.5: Mass-temperature correlation from the metadata of the Magneticum/Box2/hr
simulation at z = 0.14 (left panel), where outliers can be identified by a red circle. The
right panel shows the anti correlation of stellar and gas mass fraction, coloured by the
stellar mass ratio of satellite galaxies to central galaxy, which often is used as indicator for
the dynamical state.
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the simulations, the web interface allows users to select objects in various ways through
a graphical interface. This interface supports the visualisation of pre-computed 2D maps
rendered with Javascript We use OpenLayers 3 JavaScript library. Users can navigate
through different maps, as shown in figure 4.4 by scrolling and zooming. They can perform
complex queries on simulation metadata based on object definitions (in our case based on
Subfind) which are stored in a database. The ClusterFind tool allows users to obtain
all properties of clusters fulfilling the restriction criteria of the query mask. It is then
possible to download these results as CSV-tables or to interactively visualise them. The
user can thereby make scatter plots, 1D and 2D histograms on arbitrary expressions of
the properties within the table. In order to support the selection of interesting cluster,
the user can either select an object from the table or directly from the scatter plots by
clicking on the corresponding data point. An example of a scatter plot between the mass
and temperature is given in figure 4.5 where the user for example could select the cluster
that clearly lies outside the mass-temperature relation.
Currently the web portal supports four services: ClusterInspect, SimCut, Smac
and Phox, which are described in more detail in section 4.5.
The web interface can check the status of submitted jobs for the status of a submitted
job and return results to the user.
Once the job is finished, the backend provides the web interface with a web link, where
the user can download the results. The user is able to check the status of all jobs and to
download results via the web interface.
Metadata from galaxies and galaxy clusters (identified with Subfind) are stored in
a database on the web portal. Maps can be additionally overlaid. The data centre is
able to host and handle large simulations, with order of 105 objects, each containing a
number of galaxy members. Note that a large galaxy cluster in the simulation can have
thousands of individual galaxies as associated data. This results in a huge number of rows
in the database. Therefore, to achieve high performance, we used the so called Database
Indexing. Database Indexing is a solution provided by databases for speeding up queries
on read-only tables. In details, Database Indexing creates a tree structure over the field
of a table so that for every indexed field there is a look-up table where data are ordered
according to this field. This speeds up every query where data are selected on a specific
range of values. We also use a small storage system directly on the web portal in order
to store 2D maps of the simulations. The end user can therefore browse quickly through
these vast simulation maps and visually seek for objects of interest.
4.3.3 Job Control Layer
The backend is based on Python and is activated when a new job is sent to the database
or when the job scheduling system starts/finishes a job. New jobs are set up by preparing
an unique job directory and template scripts and parameter files for the different services
are used. The job is submitted to the queue of the computing cluster and executed on the
cluster. Once the job is completed, the backend will collect the results and communicate
a link for downloading the data to the web interface via the shared job database. The job
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database is connected with both the web portal and the backend, as can be seen in figure
4.3. As mentioned before, for security reasons, the web interface can not directly send
jobs to the computing cluster or access the raw simulation data.
4.3.4 Compute Layer and HPC storage
Large, hydrodynamic cosmological simulations nowadays are performed within large, col-
laborative efforts. While typically a large number of scientists contributes to the devel-
opment of the underlying code and its auxiliary functionality needed to perform specific
simulations, the actual execution of individual simulations is typically performed by a small
number of directly involved scientists. It is practically impossible to grant all scientists
of the collaboration (or beyond) direct access to the simulation data on the HPC facility.
Therefore we follow a different approach. While the storage file system is typically assigned
to the individual scientists within their HPC projects, they give reading permission of the
raw simulation data to a single user of the super computing centre. This can be done, as in
our case, even on a much smaller, dedicated computing cluster where HPC storage system
is available on the computing nodes. The execution of such jobs will be typically done
via a batch system. An additional, independent, local storage keeps the data products of
the analysis tools. This local storage is represented by the box Scientific Data Products
in figure 4.3. The data products of the services will be made available for the end user on
the local storage, and can be shared with the scientific community without restrictions.
Within this concept, neither the web interface nor the actual user ever has (or needs) any
direct access to the raw simulation data.
4.3.5 Implementation
Currently, the full outcome of the two Magneticum simulations is stored on a Big Data
storage attached to a HPC system (in our case, it is a project space at the Leibniz Rechen-
zentrum). Analysis jobs run on a separate, much smaller scale computing system. Specif-
ically, we employ to this purpose the computing cluster at the Computational Center for
Particle and Astrophysics (C2PAP) 1.
The web interface is running on virtual machines hosted at LRZ 2. The database of
metadata properties (cluster and galaxy properties) runs on the same virtual machines
of the web interface. Users log in and register by using their e-mail addresses. User
registration, encryption and reset of passwords are handled by the Flask-Login python
module 3.
Users must register and be approved by administrators of the data center to access its
data. Users register to the web portal using their email address as username inside the
web interface. The administrator can then grant roles to the individual users. Although
at the moment all services are opened for all registered users, the implementation allows
1http://www.universe-cluster.de/c2pap/
2https://www.lrz.de/services/serverbetrieb/
3https://flask-login.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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the administrator to make services only accessible for users with special roles. Moreover,
there is the need to share data products with a wider community, where members do not
necessarily have access to the system. When a job is created through the web interface by
a registered user, a link containing a unique identifier of the job is delivered to the user.
As mentioned above, the link can be shared, and its access does not require registration.
To allow a first exploration of the simulations data, there is the possibility to visually
explore the simulations without being registered. However, the access to the meta data
are limited and all services are disabled in the public browsing mode.
Jobs that are submitted trough the web interface are all sent to the computing cluster.
Data products are stored on the additional FTP server which runs on the C2PAP
computing cluster. Data products are guaranteed to be stored for 30 days. The data
portal and its infra structure is will be available for a minimum of five years.
4.4 Exploring Simulations
Here we describe in detail how the web portal The web portal is a dynamic website and the
interface is built using AngularJS v1.4.5, jQuery v1.11.3, jQuery UI v1.11.3 and
Bootstrap v3.3.4 allows users to explore the simulations and how objects of interest can
be interactively found by performing complex queries using Restrict or plot the metadata
quantities using ClusterFind.
4.4.1 Selecting Objects by browsing maps
The web interface allows users to explore cosmological structures within the simulations by
panning and zooming through high resolution (256 mega pixel) images. Once a simulation
is chosen, the output at various points of the cosmological history can be selected. De-
pending on the underlying simulation, typically between 10 and 40 different output times
can be chosen. Generally, four different maps can be selected as the prime visualisation, as
shown already in figure 4.4. The diffuse baryonic medium is either visualised colour coded
by it’s X-ray emission (ICM) or by its pressure (ComptonY) using Smac (Dolag et al.,
2005). The stellar component is visualised by the density of stars and colour coded by the
average age of the stellar population using Splotch (Dolag et al., 2008b). Additionally,
we computed a filtered visualisation of the ICM pressure (Shocks), where shocks and tur-
bulence are visible. In figure 4.4 each of the quadrants shows one of the visuals mentioned
before and demonstrates the different appearance of the massive galaxy cluster in the cen-
tre. The arc-let (depicted by the green curved line over the yellow background) appearing
near the centre in the Shocks visual (lower right segment) resembles a shock wave which
spans more than 1Mpc in size and indicates a merging cluster. All visualisations are based
on 16k×16k pixel sized images which can be explored using the zoomify technique. In
addition, the layer-spy can be activated to switch to a different visualisation view within a
small region around the cursor, (see figure 4.6). This immediately gives a visual impression
of the dynamics and composition of the diffuse gaseous and the stellar component within
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Figure 4.6: Overview of a given snapshot of a simulation. The layer spy of ICM can be
activated within a small region around the cursor.
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Figure 4.7: A screenshot of the service ClusterFind. Here there is the selection panel for
galaxy clusters and groups, where the objects can be filtered according to their properties.
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our universe. It also allows users to instantaneously see various, physical features of the
simulation. For example, galaxies in less dense environment appear more often in a bluish
colour, indicating a young stellar component while galaxies in more dense environment
often appear in yellow and red colours, indicating an older stellar component. This reflects
that the underlying simulations correctly reproduce the so called morphological density re-
lation of galaxies, which is one of the most prominent, observed imprints of the large scale
structure of galaxy formation. Additionally, the position of galaxy clusters and groups can
be overlaid as green circles and an information panel on the cluster properties is visible as
soon as a galaxy cluster is selected.
4.4.2 Composing Queries
To select galaxy clusters and groups, the Restrict window can be used to perform complex
queries among the metadata of clusters and groups, as shown in Figure 4.7. Every time a
value is modified by the sliders, a new database query is performed and the selected objects
are shown as green circles in the web interface.
Restrict sample by Value
The upper row of sliders allows users to
choose minimum and maximum value for various global quantities, like mass (M500c),
temperature (T ), bolometric X-ray luminosity (Lx), gas and stellar fractions (fgas and
fstars respectively). The results can be displayed or downloaded as ASCII tables. This
allows the user to perform simple analyses, for example plotting scaling relations like the
well known mass-temperature relation (shown in the left panel of figure 4.5). For example,
a prominent outlier in the figure can then be selected in the web interface by restricting
M500c > 14.1 and T > 3.05. The resulting cluster will then be the only marked cluster. By
a closer inspection, it can be recognised as a major merger system, already visible in both
visualisations, as double emission peak in the diffuse medium as well as second, very large
in-falling group of galaxies in the stellar component.
Select by Dynamical State
There are two classical measures (Rasia et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2003; Cui et al., 2011)
of the dynamical state of galaxy clusters and groups. One is the ratio of the total stellar
mass in satellite galaxies with respect to the mass in the central galaxy. The other is the
so called centre shift, which is a measure of the displacement of the “centre of emission”
of the diffuse baryons compared to the position of the potential minimum and is typically
measured in units of the size (e.g. R500c) of the system. These two measurements can
be used to select relaxed and un-relaxed systems. For example, the outlier in the above
example shows a very large centre shift of cshift = 0.13 and a large stellar satellite fraction
of Msat/McD = 0.7, clearly classifying it as major merger. Usage of the metadata tables
allows users also to verify other correlations, like the anti correlation between stellar mass
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and gas mass fraction as shown in the right panel of figure 4.5. In that case we used one
of the merger indicators to colour code the objects across the anti-correlation.
Finding different Classes
As seen in the examples before, the different filters allow users to select objects with
different global properties or with different dynamical states. However, such filters can
also be used to select different object classes.
Fossil groups have typically a very large, dominant central galaxy and only a very
small amount of satellite galaxies. Such objects can be selected via the Msat/McD parame-
ter, which is the mass ratio between the sum of all satellite galaxies and the central galaxy.
In this case, choosing a small value will select fossil groups.
Compact groups are typically characterised by several galaxies of similar mass within
a small spacial region. They can be selected by setting an integer N , from 1 to 4, a
maximum distance R and the minimum value of the logarithm of the stellar mass ratio
between the central galaxy and the Nth galaxy (i.e. log10(McD/MNth)). In figure 4.7) a
query with N = 4, R = 100kpc and log10(McD/MNth) < 1 returns 160 compact group
candidates out of 7428 objects fulfilling this criteria at z = 0.67 within our example of
Magneticum/Box2/hr.
Merging clusters can be also selected by marking the corresponding check-box in
the Restrict window. This query allows to select clusters or groups where at least one
sub-structure fulfils the given criteria. The user can select the range of stellar and gas
mass content, the relative, tangential or radial velocity and a distance of the sub structure
to the centre. To find bullet cluster like systems, one would select a large stellar and gas
mass, a large, outgoing velocity (positive vr) and a large distance from the centre.
4.5 The Services
The results of the different services typically come with different number of files, depending
on the configuration of the workflow specified by the user. Therefore, the results are made
available in form of a tar ball, which the user can download. Additionally, the web interface
provides small iPython examples for every available result. They can be used to have a
quick look at the obtained results.
4.5.1 ClusterInspect
ClusterInspect allows users to browse the member galaxies of the selected cluster. As in
ClusterFind, it is then possible to make plots on the properties of the member galaxies
Within the ClusterFind and ClusterInspect service, interactive plots are made using
the JavaScript version of the library plotly.js v1.9.0.
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Block Type Size Blocks
POS FLOATN 3 0,1,4,5
VEL FLOATN 3 0,1,4,5
ID LLONG 1 0,1,4,5
MASS FLOAT 1 0,1,4,5
U FLOAT 1 0
RHO FLOAT 1 0
HSML FLOAT 1 0
SFR FLOAT 1 0
AGE FLOAT 1 4,5
BHMA FLOAT 1 5
BHMD FLOAT 1 5
BHPC LONG 1 5
iM FLOAT 1 4
Zs FLOATN 11 0,4
CLDX FLOAT 1 0
TEMP FLOAT 1 0
Table 4.1: Data block names, type and sizes currently produced by Simcut.
4.5.2 SimCut
The SimCut service allows users to create artificial Gadget snapshot files4 The file pro-
duced by the SimCut service contains a list of particles within a region centred on the
selected galaxy cluster or the group. For every quantity that is stored (e.g. position,
velocity, mass), these files have a so called “block”. Every block has a code name (respec-
tively, POS, VEL) composed of a string of maximum of 4 characters and an array of the
size of the number of particles. In addition, the snapshot contains an extension to the
P-Gadget2 output files the so called INFO block. This block contains information on
data types and dimensions of the different values stored in the snapshot, as shown in table
4.1.
4.5.3 SMAC
The Smac service allows users to construct maps from the simulations using the map
making program Smac (Dolag et al., 2005), which allows to integrate various physical
and observational quantities throughout the simulation. Once a galaxy cluster or group is
chosen, the service allows the user to select various different map making options:
• Baryonic density map [g/cm2]
4They are produced following the same format of P-Gadget2. For more details about the Gad-
get formats and parameter file configurations, see: https://wwwmpa.mpa-garching.mpg.de/gadget/users-
guide.pdf.
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gas−density Temperature thermal SZ
mass−density X−ray SB kinetic SZ
Figure 4.8: A sample of maps currently available within the the SMAC service for a
given selected cluster.
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• Total mass density map [M/cm2]
• Mass-weighted Temperature [keV ]
• Bolometric, X-ray surface brightness [erg/cm2]
• thermal SZ effect [Compton Y-parameter]
• kinetic SZ effect [Compton w-parameter]
The size of the image as well as the integration depth along the z-axis can be chosen.
The data are returned as standard FITS http://fits.gsfc.nasa.gov/ files containing an image.
Figure 4.8 shows some example maps obtained by this service.
4.5.4 PHOX
PHOX is a virtual X-ray telescope that generates X-ray synthetic observations from hy-
drodynamical, numerical simulation outputs (Biffi et al., 2012, 2013). As a first step, the
simulation box is converted into a virtual box of photon packages, generated by the sam-
pling of the X-ray emission spectra calculated for each gas element as well as for each AGN
within the simulation.
The ICM emission
In order to compute the X-ray emission spectrum of each gas element, the APEC model (Smith
et al., 2001) for the emission of a collisionally-ionized, chemically enriched plasma imple-
mented within the external, publicly available package XSPEC 5 (Arnaud, 1996) is utilised.
The properties (namely density, temperature and metallicity, and even chemical composi-
tion) of the gas elements are directly used as input for this model. Here, no external libraries
of model spectra are constructed, but the emission spectrum generated by XSPEC is pro-
cessed immediately, gas element per gas element, which allows users to vary the amount of
parameters involved to describe the spectral emission without enormously increasing the
computational effort and memory requirements. Each spectrum is then populated with
a predicted number of photons (according to fiducial, general values for collecting area
and exposure time). The photons collected from all the X-ray-emitting gas elements are
eventually stored in terms of photon packages, each of them being characterised by the
position and velocity of the original emitting element and by the array of energies of the
associated photon sample.
The AGN emission
For the AGN component (see Biffi et al. 2016, in prep.), the procedure followed to convert
the simulation box into a box of ideal photons emitted by all the AGN sources is similar
5https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/xanadu/xspec/
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Figure 4.9: Selection panel for executing PHOX, where details on the virtual observation
and the instrument properties can be selected
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to the one used for the gas, except for the spectral model utilised. Namely, we model the
AGN emission with an intrinsically absorbed power law, constrained as follows. We convert
the bolometric luminosities Lbol of the AGN into rest-frame SXR and HXR luminosities
assuming the bolometric corrections proposed by Marconi et al. (2004), which can be
approximated by the following third-degree polynomial fits
log(Lhxr/Lbol) = −1.54−0.24L−0.012L2+0.0015L3
log(Lsxr/Lbol) = −1.65−0.22L−0.012L2+0.0015L3
with L = log(Lbol/L)− 12, derived for the range 8.5 < log(Lbol/L) < 13. (see fig. 3(b)
in Marconi et al. (2004)). Here, we mimic the observed scatter in these relations by adding
a random scatter of 0.1 to the SXR and HXR luminosities, in logarithmic scale. Then we
construct an intrinsic redshifted power law spectrum
A(E) = [K(1 + z)][E(1 + z)]−α
(
1
1 + z
)
, (4.1)
where K is the normalisation constant, α is the photon index and z is the redshift of the
source. For every AGN in the simulation, the two parameters K and α can be constrained
by integrating the spectrum from the expected values of LSXR and LHXR. In this approach,
the obtained distribution of photon indexes α reasonably reflects the observed Gaussian
distribution in the range 1.2–2.8, which peaks around ∼ 2 (e.g. Zdziarski et al., 2000)
Many observational works suggest that AGN sources also show evidences for the pres-
ence of obscuring material (i.e. the torus) in the vicinity of the central BH, which leads to
the partial absorption of the emitted radiation. In order to account for this phenomenon,
we assign to each AGN in the simulation a value of the obscurer column-density (Nh) by
assuming the estimated column-density distribution presented in the study by Buchner
et al. (2014) (see top-left panel of fig. 10, in their paper) and based on a sample of 350
X-ray AGN in the 4 Ms Chandra Deep Field South. Within the Phox code, we include
this in the construction procedure of the X-ray emission model from AGN sources. The
resulting absorbed SXR and HXR luminosity functions are found to be in overall good
agreement with those observed (see Biffi et al. 2016, in prep).
Performing an X-ray Observation
With PHOX, the field of the selected photon packages (either only “ICM”/“AGN” or both
can be selected) is further processed by taking into account the geometry of the mock study
and the idealised instrument characteristics. In particular, given the ideal cube of virtual
photon packages associated to the simulation output, it is here possible to select the size of
the sub-region of interest, centred on the selected galaxy cluster or group, and to choose an
instrument, which defines a field of view and a nominal effective area of the X-ray telescope,
as shown in Figure 4.9. This also defines the line-of-sight (l.o.s.) direction and accounts
for the according Doppler shift in the photon energies due to the peculiar motion of the
original emitting particles. The virtual observation then returns the photon list expected
for the idealised instrument chosen (assuming the nominal effective area over all energies,
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Figure 4.10: Observation of the X-ray emission obtained from the combined ICM and AGN
contribution, centred on the most massive cluster at z = 0.3, performed with different,
current and future X-ray instruments, including the actual instrument simulations.
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no beam smearing of the position and keeping the exact energy) and returning the data in
the form of a FITS file in Simput http://hea-www.harvard.edu/heasarc/formats/simput-
1.1.0.pdf. format, which allows users to directly utilise this file for more sophisticated
instrument simulations. The time of the virtual observation is restricted, and a limit of
Ainstrument × Tobs < 109 is enforced. This process typically takes only few seconds to be
performed.
Including the mock X-ray observation
We also installed some publicly available instrument simulators, which can be added by
clicking on the Simulate Instrument check-box, for some of the chosen instruments.
For XMM(EPIC), eROSITA and Athena(XIFU/WFI) we are using sixte 6, whereas
for SUZAKU(XIS) we are using xissim, which is part of the HEADAS package (Ishisaki
et al., 2007). For XraySurveyor(HDXI/XCAL) and Hitomi (SXS/SXI/HXI) we are using
simx 7 while for Chandra (ACIS-S/I) instruments we are using marx (Davis et al., 2012).
Depending on the instrument and time chosen for the observation, this process can take
up to several minutes. It returns an event file which can be then analysed with standard
X-ray analysis tools.
Figure 4.10 shows the result for observations centred on the same massive galaxy cluster
at z = 0.3 while choosing different instruments. The exposure time is set to 100ks (reduced
to 50ks for Athena) and a slab of 100Mpc along the line of sight is used. Both, the ICM as
well as the AGN component are taken into account in this example. For the eROSITA case,
a simulation of all 7 CCD chips is preformed, delivering 7 event files, which are additionally
combined to one single event file, which leads to the appearance of edges from the rotated
frames in the combined image as seen in the map. For the Athena(WFI) simulation, the
4 individual chips are simulated, as still visible by the gaps in the maps. However, as for
real observations, the telescope is made to dither during the integration time to smears out
the gaps between the chips, which is controlled by a realistic attitude file which defines the
pointing of the instrument.
In 4.10 we show configuration files for sixte, xissim, simx and marx used for each
instrument we included.
4.6 Conclusions
In this work we present a data center based on a multi-layer infrastructure for large cosmo-
logical hydro-dynamical simulations. It will give a wide scientific community the possibility
to perform analysis tools on data from several large simulations.
The increasing amount of upcoming astronomical surveys makes it necessary to in-
crease resolution and volume of cosmological simulations to interpret the results from such
6http://www.sternwarte.uni-erlangen.de/research/sixte.
7http://constellation.gsfc.nasa.gov/science/simulatorInstall.html
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observational campaigns. These simulations may include different matter contents and ob-
ject types (gas, dark matter, stars, black holes) and various physical processes that shapes
the formation of objects and structures in our universe. All those factors dramatically
increase the output size of current simulations.
As a result, the storage and sharing of the largest simulations that are currently available
represents a real challenge.
For example, the size of an individual snapshot of the Box0/mr simulation of the
Magneticum project (which follows almost 2× 1011 particles), is more than 20TB.
Although we currently only store results from the Magneticum project, the data center
infrastructure is capable of including other simulations as well.
This data center allows users to configure workflows to run individual analysis tools for
specific objects of a given snapshot on the raw simulation data. A web interface helps the
user to build compounded queries on metadata of the different simulations, which in our
case are galaxies and galaxy clusters as obtained by Subfind. This allows users to select a
target object in the different simulations with the desired properties. Those queries can be
restrictions to global properties like mass or other observables, as well as complex queries
on various internal aspects. This gives the possibility to select different general classes
of objects (like merging clusters, compact groups or fossil groups). Our initial version of
the data center provides so far four services: ClusterInspect plots and shows data of
member galaxies of a given galaxy cluster, SimCut gives the possibility of downloading
the raw simulation data of all particles belonging to the selected object, Smac creates
2D maps of different physical or observational quantities, Phox generates virtual X-ray
observations.
A number of considerations about accessibility, security and performance led us to a
multi-layer infrastructure: the web portal, the job control layer, a computing cluster and
the HPC storage system. The outer layer lets people perform highly compounded and
elaborated queries on Subfind results; the computing cluster runs the chosen job, reading
the raw simulation data directly via access to the HPC storage system and sends the
results back to the web portal.
Concerning the cluster selection, there is the possibility of interlocking a number of dif-
ferent sub-queries. Some very basic queries are filtering by mass, temperature, bolometric
X-ray luminosity, fraction of stars and gas masses. The user can also select an object by
browsing 2D maps of the simulation, or by clicking objects in scatter plots of Subfind
data.
It is possible to run queries for the selection of clusters in different dynamical states.
For instance depending on their satellite fraction and displacements between baryon and
potential centre. Other sub-queries allow for the selection of clusters with different degree
of compactness by choosing the ratio between masses of the central galaxy and the n-th
satellite galaxy within a given distance.
Services themselves come with different parameters that the user is free to choose. Smac
can project onto three different axes and map different matter properties (i.e. density,
temperature, X-ray temperature); Phox can simulate a number of different instruments
(i.e. XMM, Suzaku, Chandra, eROSITA, Athena, XraySurveyor, Hitomi) and compute
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X-ray emission due to AGN or ICM, separately or together.
Services will be extended in the future to support additional analyses. Possibility
to browse observationally motivated realisations of light-cones is foreseen. Finally, the
data center will permanently grow in size and amount of simulation data which will be
made available for the general scientific community. Although some modifications on the
different components would be needed to adapt the concept to other infrastructures and
simulations, we are willing to provide the underlying source code on request and to give
advice for adapting the package to other institutions. The current infrastructure for the
data center is secured for five years.
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4.8 Appendix A. Indexing Files
The following section corresponds to Appendix A published in Ragagnin et al. (2017).
Below we explain how to build the auxiliary data files in order to add third-party
simulations to the data center. Figure 4.11 shows a sketch of how the indexing scheme
works for the multi-file and multi-component output of our SPH simulations. In such
cosmological SPH simulations, the data to be stored is quite complex. The particle data
are distributed among many thousands of CPUs. Each CPU holds various particle types,
representing different components of the simulated system. For these particles, different
properties have to be stored. Some (like temperature) are specific to individual particle
species (like gas particles in this case). Other properties (like position) are necessary for all
components. To optimise the I/O and to avoid bottlenecks, only a subset of CPUs write in
parallel. Data from the individual CPUs are stored in individual sub-files, as illustrated in
the left part of figure 4.11. To optimise the access to individual data, files are structured
with additional data regarding the content and length of individual data blocks.
We implemented an algorithm which sorts the particles of all CPUs among a coarse-
grained space filling curve before writing them. In addition it produces an auxiliary file
which allows identification of the sub-data volume elements of any stored property among
all particle species associated with each element of the space filling curve. This allows
the user to effectively collect all data associated with a given volume in space introducing
minimal overhead. In detail, the process works as follows:
• The particles will be ordered along a space filling curve (in our case, a Peano Hilbert
curve) with a defined graininess (i.e. pixel size) Note that in contrast to the standard
domain decomposition in Gadget which is using a 64 bit long key, we are using a
shorter, 32 bit long key which strongly reduces the later reading overhead among all
CPUs. The space-filling-curve ordering will be used to decompose the spatial region
of the simulation among the different CPUs so that all particles within an individual
pixel are associated to a CPU. During this process, the amount of particles of different
species falling within each pixel is stored as well.
• The particle data of the various CPUs are written into the sub-files in the same order
as above. Therefore particles belonging to the same pixel are written in a consecutive
order into the files.
• An additional auxiliary file stores the information needed to re-construct the position
of each sub-data-block for particles located in the a specific pixel. It contains the
offsets between different particles species, the list of pixels present in the file, the
number of particles in the related pixel and the offset of each pixel within each
particle species.
• Finally a super index file is created, which contains the compressed information of
pixel indexes and the files where they are contained. This super index is later used
to recover which sub-files have to be accessed for the reading process.
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Figure 4.11: This diagram illustrates how data of the different properties, attached to the
different particle types are collected from several CPUs and stored into different files (left
part). Once the positions of the particles are associated (and sorted) according to their
associated elements along a space filling curve, the index of such pixels, together with the
number of particles associated with each pixel and the according offset in the files can be
stored as auxiliary data.
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The additional auxiliary files are produced for each output of the simulations and
allow the user to investigate very efficiently individual objects within such cosmological
simulation through post-processing tasks. The post-processing software has been adapted
to this new output and for reading sub-volumes of the simulation. The following strategy
is applied for a given sub-volume of the simulation which should be analysed (e.g. given
by a galaxy cluster position and its size):
• First, a list of pixels (i.e. the elements of the space filling curve which falls within
the region of the space of interest) is prepared.
• Then the super index file is read and a list of the output files which hold the individual
subsets of the pixel index list is produced.
• For each sub-file in that list, first the pixel list is read from the auxiliary file and then
it is compared with the pixels needed for the current task. For this subset of pixel,
the additional information is read from the auxiliary file.
• Now the post-processing can reconstruct the position of the sub-blocks which have
to be read from the individual blocks within the data file. This sub-blocks can then
be read directly without loading the full data block. As further optimisation, con-
secutive sub-blocks within individual files, are joined to larger sub-blocks to prevent
unnecessary fragmentation of the reading process.
4.9 Appendix B. Preparing Simulations for the data
center
The following section corresponds to Appendix B published in Ragagnin et al. (2017).
In this appendix we describe how to add simulations to the data centre. To this scope,
several pre-computed data products, meta data and information have to be provided, as
we briefly describe in the following.
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4.9.1 Describing the Simulations
Every simulation consists of one or more time instances (snapshots), where each one should
consist of a set of pre-computed 2D maps in the zoomify 10 format, a list of galaxy clusters
and their galaxy members. Metadata regarding galaxy cluster properties and member
properties are stored in yaml 11 files. Metadata and maps are stored in files and folder in
a way that for every simulation there is a folder for its 2D maps (zoomify folder) and one
for the metadata (simulations folder). Here follows a sample of the folder structure:
/
zoomfy
$SIMULATION NAME
$VISUAL1 SNAPNUM
TileGroup0
TileGroup1
simulations
$SIMULATION NAME
meta_yml
$SNAPNUM
meta.yml
cluster.txt
galaxies.txt
The zoomify files are stored on the local disk space of the web portal and contain the
images which can be browsed by the web interface. Table 4.9.1 shows a list of parameters
used to describe a simulation.
Every time instance of a simulation, which is stored in the data center and made
available via the web interface, contains its own sub directory which holds the prepared
metadata for clusters and galaxies. They contain the information as described in the
previous section. In addition, it also contains a general yaml metadata file with snapshot
details. Table 4.2 contains the parameters that typically describe a snapshot.
Such information and definitions can be extended easily to any other cosmological
simulation and will allow the final user to flexibly add new simulations to the system.
Also, services can be readily added or disabled for individual simulations.
4.10 Appendix C. Instrument Configurations
The following section corresponds to Appendix C published in Ragagnin et al. (2017).
In this Appendix we report example configuration files for xissim, sixte, sim and
marx, used for each instrument currently included within the Phox service. Note that
the exposure time will be replaced by the value chosen in the web interface.
Suzaku(XIS):
10see http://www.zoomify.com/free.htm
11see http://yaml.org/
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Property Description
name Simulation name
code Description of the Code used
size mph Mpc/h
n particles number of initial particles
nfiles number of files the snapshot
mdm msun mass dark matter particles [Msun/h]
mgas msun mass gas particle [Msun/h]
epsilon dm softening of dark matter particles
epsilon gas softening of gas particles
epsilon stars softening of stars particles
f bary cosmological baryon fraction
omega m total matter content
omega lambda Cosmological constant
hubble Hubble constant
sigma 8 Normalisation of matter power-spectrum
n primordial Primordial power spectrum index
path exec file system path to simulation
Property Description
name snapshot name
mask path not used
width pixel total number of pixels
height pixel total number of pixels
redshift Redshift
angular diameter Angular diameter distance
phox max Maximum GRASP (for Phox)
phox avail Phox service available
smac avail Smac service available
simcut avail SimCut service available
simcut plot SimPlot service available
Table 4.2: Properties used to describe a snapshot within a simulation.
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quantity unit name
ID [integer] id
x [kpc/h] x
y [kpc/h] y
z [kpc/h] z
M500c [M/h] M500 msolh
R500c [kpc/h] r500 kpch
fgas [fraction] gas frac
fstars [fraction] star frac
Lx [10
44erg/s] Lx ergs
Y500c [∆T/T ] Y500c
Msat/McD [fraction] M sat M cD
ccenter [R500c] c shift
Table 4.3: Metadata for galaxy clusters and groups, from top to bottom: cluster ID,
position (in comoving coordinates), mass and radius in respect to 500 times the critical
density, gas and star fraction, bolometric X-ray luminosity, stellar mass fraction of satellite
galaxies to central galaxy, and weighted centre shift between X-ray emission and mass
distribution within R500c.
quantity unit name
ID [integer] id
x [kpc/h] x
y [kpc/h] y
z [kpc/h] z
Mstar [M/h] M solh
Mgas [M/h] M gas
sfr [M/year] sfr msoly
host ID [integer] cluster id
radial distance [kpc/h] dist
peculiar vx [km/s] vx
peculiar vy [km/s] vy
peculiar vz [km/s] vz
velocity [km/s] dv
radial velocity [km/s] dr
tangential velocity [km/s] dt
mass ratio to cD [km/s] log10 mcD m
Table 4.4: Metadata for galaxies, from top to bottom: galaxy ID, position (in comoving
coordinates), mass, star-formation rate, ID of cluster or group where the galaxy belongs to,
distance to the center of the cluster or group it belongs to, different velocity components
relative to the cluster center (as peculiar velocities) and the ratio of the stellar mass in
satellite galaxies in respect to the central one.
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x i s s im \
c l obber=yes \
instrume=”XIS1” \
ea1=0 ea2=0 ea3=90 \
i n f i l e 1 =”p h l i s t x i s s i m . f i t s ” \
i n f i l e 2=none \
date obs =”2009−09−01T00 : 0 0 : 0 0 ” \
x i s r m f f i l e=suzaku/ x i s / cp f / ae BI ao4 20090901 . rmf” \
x i s c o n t a m i f i l e=”suzaku/ x i s / bc f / ae x i1 contami 20061016 . f i t s ” \
o u t f i l e =”s u z a k u x i s e v e n t s . f i t s ”
XMM(EPIC):
run s i x t \
EventList=”sixtxmm events . f i t s ” \
Patte rnL i s t=”sixtxmm pattern . f i t s ” \
Miss ion=”XMM” Instrument=”EPICPN” \
Mode=”FFTHIN” \
XMLFile=”xmm/ epicpn / f u l l f r a m e t h i n f i l t e r . xml” \
Simput=”p h l i s t . f i t s ” \
Exposure =1.0e4E \
RA=10.0 Dec=10.0 \
MJDREF=50814.0
ep i cpn event s \
Patte rnL i s t=”sixtxmm pattern . f i t s ” \
EPICpnEventList=”xmm epic events . f i t s ”
eROSITA:
eros im \
p r e f i x=” e r o s i t a ” \
PhotonList=events pv . f i t s \
RawData=e v e n t s a l l p v . f i t s \
background=yes \
XMLFile=”s rg / e r o s i t a 1 . xml” \
XMLFILE1=”srg / e r o s i t a 1 . xml” \
XMLFILE2=”srg / e r o s i t a 2 . xml” \
XMLFILE3=”srg / e r o s i t a 3 . xml” \
XMLFILE4=”srg / e r o s i t a 4 . xml” \
XMLFILE5=”srg / e r o s i t a 5 . xml” \
XMLFILE6=”srg / e r o s i t a 6 . xml” \
XMLFILE7=”srg / e r o s i t a 7 . xml” \
Simput=”p h l i s t . f i t s ” \
Exposure =1.0 e4 \
S k i p I n v a l i d s=yes \
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seed=−1 \
c l obber=yes \
RA=10.0 Dec=10.0 \
MJDREF=50814.0
Athena(XIFU):
x i f u p i p e l i n e \
p r e f i x=”a t h e n a x i f u ” \
PixImpactList=impact . f i t s \
XMLFile=athena /1469 mm xifu/ x i f u b a s e l i n e . xml \
AdvXml=athena /1469 mm xifu/ x i f u d e t e c t o r h e x b a s e l i n e . xml \
Background=yes \
RA=10.0 Dec=10.0 \
Simput=”p h l i s t . f i t s ” \
Exposure =1.0 e4 \
UseRMF=T \
c l obber=yes
Athena(WFI):
athenawf is im \
p r e f i x=athena wf i \
XMLFile0=”athena /1469 mm wf i w f i l t e r / d e p f e t b 1 l f f c h i p 0 . xml”\
XMLFile1=”athena /1469 mm wf i w f i l t e r / d e p f e t b 1 l f f c h i p 1 . xml”\
XMLFile2=”athena /1469 mm wf i w f i l t e r / d e p f e t b 1 l f f c h i p 2 . xml”\
XMLFile3=”athena /1469 mm wf i w f i l t e r / d e p f e t b 1 l f f c h i p 3 . xml”\
Simput=”p h l i s t . f i t s ” \
Exposure =1.0 e4 \
Background=yes \
Att i tude=”athena / a t t i t u d e w f i r a 1 0 d e c 1 0 . f i t s ” \
RA=10.00 Dec=10.00 \
cha t t e r=0 \
MJDREF=52000.0 \
c l obber=yes
XraySurveyor(HDXI)
pset simx mode=hl
pset simx Exposure =1.0 e4
pset simx UseSimput=yes
pset simx MissionName=XraySurveyor
pset simx InstrumentName=HDXI
pset simx ScaleBkgnd =0.0
pset simx RandomSeed=24
pset simx SimputFi le=p h l i s t . f i t s
pset simx PointingRA =10.0
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pset simx PointingDec =10.0
pset simx OutputFileName=surveyo r hdx i even t s
simx
XraySurveyor(XCAL)
pset simx mode=hl
pset simx Exposure =1.0 e4
pset simx UseSimput=yes
pset simx MissionName=XraySurveyor
pset simx InstrumentName=XCAL
pset simx ScaleBkgnd =0.0
pset simx RandomSeed=24
pset simx SimputFi le=p h l i s t . f i t s
pset simx PointingRA =10.0
pset simx PointingDec =10.0
pset simx OutputFileName=s u r v e y o r x c a l e v e n t s
simx
Hitomi(SXS)
pset simx mode=hl
pset simx Exposure =1.0 e4
pset simx UseSimput=yes
pset simx MissionName=Hitomi
pset simx InstrumentName=SXS
pset simx ScaleBkgnd =0.0
pset simx RandomSeed=24
pset simx SimputFi le=p h l i s t . f i t s
pset simx PointingRA =10.0
pset simx PointingDec =10.0
pset simx OutputFileName=h i t o m i s x s e v e n t s
simx
Hitomi(SXI)
pset simx mode=hl
pset simx Exposure =1.0 e4
pset simx UseSimput=yes
pset simx MissionName=Hitomi
pset simx InstrumentName=SXI
pset simx ScaleBkgnd =0.0
pset simx RandomSeed=24
pset simx SimputFi le=p h l i s t . f i t s
pset simx PointingRA =10.0
pset simx PointingDec =10.0
pset simx OutputFileName=h i t o m i s x i e v e n t s
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simx
Hitomi(HXI)
pset simx mode=hl
pset simx Exposure =1.0 e4
pset simx UseSimput=yes
pset simx MissionName=Hitomi
pset simx InstrumentName=HXI
pset simx ScaleBkgnd =0.0
pset simx RandomSeed=24
pset simx SimputFi le=p h l i s t . f i t s
pset simx PointingRA =10.0
pset simx PointingDec =10.0
pset simx OutputFileName=h i t o m i h x i e v e n t s
simx
Chandra(ACIS-S)
marx S−SIMPUT−Source=”p h l i s t . f i t s ” \
ExposureTime=1.0 e4 TStart =2012.5 \
GratingType=”NONE” DetectorType=”ACIS−S” \
DitherModel=”INTERNAL” RA Nom=10 Dec Nom=10 Roll Nom=50 \
SourceRA=10 SourceDEC=10 \
Verbose=yes mode=h OutputDir=point
marx2 f i t s po int chandra ac i s−s e v t . f i t s
Chandra(ACIS-I)
marx S−SIMPUT−Source=”p h l i s t . f i t s ” \
ExposureTime=1.0 e4 TStart =2012.5 \
GratingType=”NONE” DetectorType=”ACIS−I ” \
DitherModel=”INTERNAL” RA Nom=10 Dec Nom=10 Roll Nom=50 \
SourceRA=10 SourceDEC=10 \
Verbose=yes mode=h OutputDir=point
marx2 f i t s po int chandra ac i s−i e v t . f i t s
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5.1 Gadget3 Parallelisation Infrastructure
Gadget3 is one of the most used codes in cosmological simulations, and it is well known to
weak-scale up to hundred of thousands of core. In order to prepare the code to the new
generation of simulations, we improved its Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) and
Single Instruction Multiple Thread (SIMT) parallelism by porting it to the GPUs. In its
porting to the GPUs, we exploited the fact that all main Gadget modules (gravitational
interaction, SPH, conduction) share the same pattern of processing a list of active particles
and find the list of nearby particles (“neighbours”) in order to update particles properties.
These neighbours are typically selected within a given searching sphere, defined by a given
searching radius, defined by local conditions of the active particles (see, e.g. Hernquist and
Katz (1989)).
Here below we discuss some important points that must taken into account when porting
Gadget to GPUs.
• parallel scheme: Concerning the parallelisation scheme, Gadget3 is parallelised
using a hybrid OpenMP/MPI approach. Each MPI task own a number of chunks
of the Hilbert-ordered particles, and this ensures that every MPI task has a set of
spatially nearby particles. When computing the acceleration on a given particle, such
particles may interact with a region of space that belongs to a different CPU.
• Gadget kernels: The list of active particles is processed in multi-threaded parallel
fashion within the framework of OpenMP. For this reason MPI ranks receive guest-
particles from other MPI ranks, and compute the interaction (and the relative tree
walk) for these guest particles. Once a MPI task completes the computation of guest
particles, it sends the results back to the original MPI task, and, since forces sum
linearly, the MPI rank can simply sum the local contributions with the imported
ones.
• Adaptive time steps: Gadget has an adaptive timestep,thus only the position and
velocity of currently active particles are updated at the end of every time bin. For this
reason, during the tree walk, if Gadget encounters a particle (or a whole tree branch
with this kind of particles) whose position wasn’t updated previously, it will drift it
in a thread-locking fashion. Besides the thread-locking parts, there are additional
multi-node blocking communications during the pseudo-particles exchanges.
• Memory pattern: Additionally, it should be mentioned that the memory storage
of Gadget3 particles is organises in a so called Array of Structures (AoS) fashion.
This means that all properties of a single particle are grouped together in memory.
This poses a performance problem because Gadget stores a high number of data for
each particle (up to 200B used by the gravity module and 600B used by all the
hydrodynamics modules), while the number of properties used in each single Gadget
module is low. For this reason, every time the code reads the property of a particle,
it also loads several hundred of bytes of unused information into the cache. While
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Figure 5.1: A sketch of the gravity loop in the standard OpenMP version of Gadget and
the challenges we faced to port such algorithm to the GPUs.
AoS approach is preferred for making cleaner code, e.g., in C it is possible to copy
all properties of particle i to a new structure by just writing struct particle data
myP = P[i]; as opposed to a more cache-friendly Structure of Arrays (SoA, where,
in the previous example, one would have to manually copy all i− th properties).
A limitation for a full parallelisation is given by some non-thread safe regions in its tree
walk: (1) the first lock in the standard implementation of Gadget is that all threads concur
to fill a shared export buffer for the purpose of later sending neighbour lists to other MPI
ranks; (2) the other lock is given by the non thread safe operation of drifting.
5.2 GPU porting
Figure 5.1 shows the current status of the Barnes Hut implementation of Gadget and the
main challenges in porting the code to GPUs. Although the figure refers specifically to a
gravity loop, it can be generalised to all other Gadget kernels in the sense that:
• Gadget can’t benefit from vectorisation because it stores data in array of structures
(AoS).
• The use of blocking MPI communications in order to exchange neighbouring particles
between MPI ranks poses a limit in fully exploiting the computational power of both
CPUs and GPUs.
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• The code uses an adaptive timestepping scheme, and running the code only on the
GPUs will not give any speedup when running time bins with only few of active
particles.
• The code needs to perform some thread-locking operation at each tree walk because
of the necessity of drifting particles and to fill the shared export buffer.
• Gadget has been built over a decennial effort of developers who implemented various
versions of gravity and SPH solvers, and sub-grid models (star formation and feed-
back, black hole growth and AGN feedback, etc..) that have been extensively tested.
Rewriting Gadget3 in a unified architecture language (e.g. CUDA) or heterogeneous
computing language (e.g. OpenCL) would imply rewriting portions of such modules
with the associated risk of adding mistakes.
We therefore decided to develop our porting using the OpenACC architecture due to
the long developed history of Gadget and to limit the modification of the code and to make
it possible to still run it on CPU only systems.
OpenACC is a programming standard supported by various C/C++/Fortran compilers
(it is currently supported by GCC and PGI compilers). The user decorates region of codes
with so-called ”pragmas”, directives that the compiler will further interpret. Such directives
can tell, for instance, that a certain variable or array must be transferred to the accelerator,
or that a certain block of code should be executed in the accelerator instead of the host.
5.2.1 Memory Transfer
To minimize communication between CPUs and GPUs, one would ideally load the initial
conditions of the simulation in the memory of the GPU and run the whole simulation in
the GPU. Unluckily, (i) each Gadget module needs its own specific subset of properties,
and given that the average GPU would only be able to load a relatively low amount of
particles (compared to the memory of a nowaday computing node) this means that large
runs, capable of filling the whole node memory, would need a larger number of GPUs and
(ii) small time bins won’t perform on the GPUs.
To solve this issue and to be able to exploit the GPU memory at its best, we decided
to only upload, for each Gadget module, the properties that are necessary for such module
or for other successive modules in the current timestep. The drawback of this approach is
that at each timestep we need to download the data back to the GPU, with its associated
overhead.
For instance, the most recent Magneticum/Box0/mr run, with 2 · 6 · 106 (the code was
run with 2 MPI tasks per node) particles per node, was allocating 4GB for the Barnes
Hut tree, 22GB for the basic quantities used in gravity (e.g. position, mass, acceleration
ecc..), and, while part of these quantities (e.g. position, mass, particle-type.. ) are used in
the tree walk of the successive modules, Gadget needs additional 14GB for the additional
SPH-only part (that is split in density computation and hydro-force computation), 0.6GB
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for the metal evolution and additional 4GB for the active particle list and the Peano keys,
(the keys are used in the domain decomposition only).
Summing all the contributions we get 40GB usage per node, while one of the most
modern super computer with accelerators as Piz Daint (6th in the top 500 list of super
computers) has a GPU with only 16GB. On the other hand, it is clear that a 16GB GPU
system would be able to store the particle properties of a single Gadget module.
To further minimise the data transfer of the particle properties, we send only properties
readed in each module (masses, positions, ecc..) and download only properties that are
actually updated (e.g. acceleration). In the GPU porting we exploit the already present
Gadget MPI communication infrastructure. We used the same Gadget routines to produce
guest particles and to send the data to the GPUs. And in the same way, the GPU uses the
already existing routines to exchange data, but in this case, particles are returned to the
host (instead of the CPU-CPU communication of guest-particles between different MPI
tasks).
5.2.2 Adaptive Timesteps
Large, high resolution, cosmological simulations have both void regions and clustered re-
gions. Particles in void regions evolve with large timesteps because of the small force
acting on them, compared to clustered regions where the stronger force requires very small
timesteps.
After nearly half of the simulation time it is very common to have timebins with only
one or few active particles, as shown in the Gadget output below (where the columns
contains the timebin, the number of particles inside the timebin and the fraction of total
time spent in this time bin).
Occupied t imebins : cumulat ive A D cpu−f r a c
bin=22 186659106642 27.3%
bin=21 133675153886 15.9%
bin=20 93435782615 30.0%
bin=19 54791154 1.7%
bin=18 1209026 1.1%
bin=17 47667 1.9%
bin=16 9706 3.5%
bin=15 835 6.4%
bin=14 1 12.4%
We can see that, even in simulations with 1011 particles, there are timebins with ' 1000
or less active particles. Since timesteps with such a low amount of active particles won’t
benefit from the single instruction multiple thread (SIMT) architectures of GPUs, we
decided to keep small timebins (with less than 2 · 104 active particles) to run on the CPU
only. OpenACC turned out to be the best tool to implement this decision because it makes
it possible to use the same code on both GPU and CPU with zero effort.
When a timestep run on the GPU, to remove all thread-locking operations from the
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GPU tree walk, we drift all particles at the beginning of the timestep.
5.2.3 MPI Communication
One of the main advantage of our porting is that it overlaps CPU work with the GPU
computation. We decided to overlap the CPU and the GPU computation in the following
way: while the GPU loops over the active particles and computes local interactions, the
CPU loops over the active particles in order to fill the export buffer.
While the GPU is busy with computing the interaction from the contribution of the
same-node particles (i.e. local interactions), the CPU will take care of walking the tree
for each active particle in order to perform all MPI send/receive of guest particles. If the
amount of received guest particles is high enough (we chose a threshold of 2 · 104), then
CPU will queue the interaction computation to the GPU, otherwise, if the number of guest
particles is lower, such interactions will be computed in the CPU.
5.2.4 Barnes-Hut, SPH and Conduction porting
Although SPH, conduction and Barnes Hut algorithms compute the interaction acting
over a list of active particles, there are some main differences to take into account when
porting Gadget to the GPUs. First of all, SPH and conduction have only particle-particle
interactions while Barnes Hut techniques collapse distant tree nodes in point-like pseudo
particles. As a consequence Gadget’s Barnes Hut algorithm implementation has the force
computation embedded in the tree walk, as opposed to SPH and conduction that first build
a neighbour list and only after they loop over it. Additionally, SPH and conduction require
a set of neighbours within a distance that is well known before the tree walk. On the other
hand, Barnes Hut opening criteria depends on a angle between the target particle and the
cells (and thus is not known a priori). In a OpenACC porting this implies that gravity
acceleration computation will be inside a tree walk branch, which will limit the maximum
performance.
On the other hand, in the SPH and conduction modules it is possible to disentangle the
tree walk from the force computation. The drawback is that it is not well known a priori
the amount of neighbours of a given SPH particle (especially in zoom-in simulations).
The CPU implementation overcomes this problem by allocating a neighbour buffer for
each thread of a size that is equal to the number of local particles. Since it is practically
impossible to allocate such a long buffer on each GPU thread, our porting performs a tree
walk and neighbour interactions in chunks of 32 neighbours.
5.3 Results
Figure 5.2 shows a schematic review of our OpenACC porting of the gravity module in
Gadget. The porting is very similar to the SPH porting, with the difference that the
SPH loop is performed over chunks of 32 particles. We run our implementation with
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Figure 5.2: A sketch of the gravity loop in the GPU porting of Gadget and the challenges
we solved.
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Figure 5.3: Scaling of the OpenACC porting of the gravity solver of Gadget in the PizDaint
machine. The plot shows the speed up vs. the number of CPU cores for both GPU and
CPU runs. Courtesy of Klaus Dolag.
the Magneticum/Box4/uhr initial conditions on the Piz Daint (CSCS) machine (12 cores,
64GB RAM, and NVIDIA Tesla P100 16GB) and tested its speed up against the same
architecture.
The simulation is a full cosmological box with 2 · 2163 particles, covers a volume of
48Mpc/h, has a mass resolution of 6.9 · 108M for dark matter particles and 1.4 · 108M
for gas particles, with a softening length of 3.7kpc/h.
Both the OpenACC run and the CPU run are executed with the fastest MPI/OpenMP
configuration on the CPU run. In particular it runs over 8 MPI tasks, each with 4 OpenMP
threads. The speedup we found at the final time is
• Total speedup: 2.15
• Gravity solver speedup: 1.8
• SPH speedup: 2.6
• Conduction speedup: 3.0
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5.4 Conclusions
We ported the most time-consuming modules of Gadget on the GPUs using OpenACC.
We managed to obtain a speedup higher than 2 in a full cosmological box because large
timesteps are executed in the GPU and small timesteps are executed in the CPU, and
because we overlap MPI communication (performed on the CPU) and force computations
(performed on the GPU if the there are at least 104 active particles). From further analyses
we found that there is a non-negligible fraction of time spent in CPU-GPU communica-
tion. The future plan is to test the code on more modern GPU systems (e.g. the Volta
architecture from NVIDIA).
During the implementation of the algorithm, (at the 2016 EuroHack at CSCS) we were
able to scale the Gadget code with the GPU gravity implementation up to 1024 GPUs. In
this occasion we were able to show how this implementation is able to scale up to thousand
of GPUs with a constant speedup (see Figure 5.3).
As the porting is giving a constant speedup over a very large number of GPUs, we
are confident that we prepared the code for the GPU runs and for the next generations
of cosmological simulations (which will probably need to fully exploit SIMT and SIMD
architectures). Nevertheless future work is still needed to be done in order to fully exploit
GPU architectures (e.g. by further minimising GPU−CPU communication and by running
using multiple GPUs per MPI rank).
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
The current generation of codes for hydrodynamic cosmological simulations have to exploit
single instruction multiple thread (SIMT) and single instruction multiple data (SIMD) in
order to perform on most of the modern super computers.
In order to run Magneticum/Box0/mr simulation and to fully exploit the super com-
puter SuperMUC, we studied Gadget3 bottlenecks and partially refactored the code in
order to minimise overheads so that most of the execution time is spent in computations
related to physics only. In Chapter 2 we show how the neighbour search implemented in
the N-body code Gadget is the most time consuming part of the code. The neighbour
search is performed by Gadget at every timestep for all active particles and consists of
the process of walking the tree in order to find neighbouring particles. For this reason,
we developed and implemented a way to recycle neighbours to accelerate the neighbour
search. We exploited the fact that particles are ordered with a space filling curve and
thus particles that are close-by in memory are also close-by in the simulated volume. Our
technique makes a single neighbour search for a whole group of particles that are close
enough. As a result, we perform less neighbour searches over larger searching lengths.
Our technique should work, in principle, for any N-Body code with a space-filling-curve
ordering of particles. After refactoring the code, the neighbour search is no more the most
time consuming part of Gadget.
We then combine three Magneticum boxes (Box0/mr, Box2b/hr and Box4/uhr) to
cover a mass range of 3 · 1011 − 6 · 1015M of well resolved clusters from redshift zero to
redshift 2, and we computed the concentration for all well resolved halos. Then we fit the
concentration as a power law of mass and redshift. This is the first study of the mass-
concentration relation in hydrodynamic simulations covering several orders of magnitude
in mass. In the high mass regime, we found a good agreement between the concentration
predicted by the Magneticum clusters and past theoretical and observational works in
the literature. While in the low mass regime, the Magneticum simulation concentration
is systematically lower than the concentration found in studies based on dark matter
only simulations. Such different behaviour is in agreement with the studies of simulations
with AGN feedback. They show how the effect of AGN feedback in low mass haloes, is
capable of lowering the concentration up to ≈ 15% (see Figure 8 in Duffy et al., 2010) by
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removing the baryons from the inner region of the halo. Due to the high mass range of the
Magneticum simulations, we are able to capture this effect and its disappearance as the
halo mass increases. In the second part of Chapter 3 we discussed the origin of the large
scatter of concentration in the mass-concentration plane by studying its dependency on
fossilness. Since we are working with hydrodynamic simulations, we were able to compute
the halo fossilness by exploiting the stellar masses of galaxies (see Eq. 3.4) and comparing
our values to observations.
Since the output of the most modern cosmological simulations can occupy several hun-
dred of TB of data, we presented a data center based on a multi-layer infrastructure for
large cosmological hydrodynamic simulations (see Chapter 4). In fact hydrodynamic sim-
ulations may include different kind of matter content (gas, dark matter, stars, black holes)
and various physical processes that shape the formation of objects and structures in our
universe, and all those factors dramatically increase the output size of the current simula-
tions. The web portal provides the possibility to the wide scientific community to perform
analysis tools on data from several large simulations. This data center allows users to con-
figure workflows to run individual analysis tools for specific objects of a given snapshot on
the raw simulation data. The web interface helps users to find interesting galaxy clusters
by (1) building compounded queries on metadata of the different simulations, which in our
case are galaxies and galaxy clusters as obtained by Subfind, (2) select objects from plots
of arbitrary cluster and galaxy properties and (3) by browsing 2D maps of the simulation.
Those queries can be restrictions to global properties like mass or other observables, as
well as complex queries on various internal aspects. This gives the possibility to the users
to select different general classes of objects (like merging clusters, compact groups or fossil
groups) and to run some post-processing jobs over them. The jobs are executed in a dedi-
cated computing cluster and the web portal users do not need to request an access to the
HPC facility.
Finally, since some of the new super computers are including more and more accelerators
(e.g. GPUs), in Chapter 5 we present a GPU porting of the code Gadget3 using the
OpenACC framework. The porting is performed by decorating the code with OpenACC
”pragmas” directives. For this reason, it is not invasive and it still provides the possibility
of running the code on CPU only systems. OpenACC turned out to be a useful tool in
order to use the same exact code for both CPUs and GPUs runs, allowing the scientific
community to work on a single source code that run on multiple architectures. We were able
to fully exploit both the CPU and GPU of the supercomputer by overlapping computations
(performed by the GPU) and communication of MPI ranks that exchanges neighbouring
lists of active particles (performed by the CPU). Additionally, since GPU systems won’t
perform well in small time bins, when a time bin has less than 104 active particles, the
timestep runs in the CPU only. We tested our algorithm and found a total speedup
> 2 in the run of the Magneticum/Box4/hr box. This porting also opens and tests the
viability of making Gadget vectorisation, which is a necessity in order to run the future
large cosmological hydrodynamic simulations.
For simulations that will run in the future generation of super computers, it will be
necessary to move toward vector-friendly codes. Our GPU porting can be a base for a
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SIMD friendly code. Additionally, codes should move to a Structure of Array pradigm, in
contrast with the current Array of Structure paradigm of Gadget3 in order to exploit the
cache memory of the underlying systems. Finally, Gadget still has a serial tree build and a
serial domain decomposition, which could be a bottleneck for future simulations, and the
PM potential computation perform all to all communications between all MPI tasks which
may slow down the next large runs.
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